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1. Abstract

Digital transformation is widely explored in current literature and offers a broad sense of

perspective for understanding the process of organizations adopting new digital technologies

in order to meet market requirements. While the phenomenon at large is widely explored, the

mechanisms which drive this process have not been given much attention. More knowledge

on this has the potential to help managers and organizations in general to navigate through

tensions which may arise during a digital transformation. More so, understanding said

mechanisms consequently offers knowledge on the drivers being responsible for achieving a

successful digital transformation. 9 interviews were conducted representing a range of

gender, age and hierarchical positions within Coop and recently created subsidiary Lobyco,

contributing to a holistic picture of Coop’s digital transformation. This paper adopts an

abductive research strategy as well as grounded theory methods which implied efforts

amounts to a process of identifying, analysing and evaluating key themes in our empirical

data. An in-depth analysis of our case company Coop’s digital journey determines three

mechanisms which are identified as the main drivers during Coop’s current 5 year digital

transformation process. This paper furthermore demonstrates the digital transformation

mechanisms abilities to resolve tensions. As such, a greater understanding of how to navigate

between resolving or managing tensions arising during digital transformation, is presented.

This understanding is further illustrated in a conceptual framework which aims to present the

relationship between tensions and digital transformation mechanisms. First, Coop’s digital

journey thus far is presented and analysed in order to understand the building blocks for the

organization’s digital transformation. Secondly, we find paradoxical tensions to emerge as a

key theme in our empirical data, as such we analyse these and identify their underlying

tensions. In addition we identify the mechanisms which Coop has utilized in their digital

transformation. Thirdly, a conceptual framework is built as a result of the identified relation

between driving digital transformation mechanisms and underlying tensions. Fourth and

lastly, this paper presents a notion of measuring the success of digital transformation, in an

attempt to make stages of the digital transformation process more tangible. The measurement

is defined as digital agility and is critically discussed throughout.

Keywords: exploratory case study, grounded theory methods, abductive research strategy,

digital transformation drivers, generative mechanisms, paradoxical tensions, digital agility.
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4. Chapter 1: Introduction

Similarly to how supermarkets replaced smaller traditional grocery stores in Denmark in the

1950’s (NNIT.com), recent advancements of digital technologies and system infrastructures

will transform the way people buy groceries indefinitely. In recent years, there has been an

increased focus on digitizing Danish supermarkets, first in the shape of self-service checkouts

and more recently with the opportunity to shop and pay for groceries using apps and online

platform services. By creating a digital shopping experience it is all about reducing the time

spent on buying groceries and even more importantly; the time spent in line waiting. As a

result of the increased focus on the digital agenda, in 2015 the Danish retail company Coop

introduced the concept Scan & Pay. A platform feature as part of a larger ecosystem, where

consumers can scan products directly from the shelves, put them in their bag as they go along

and pay through the Coop app without having to stand in line (Coop.dk). It is therefore

evident that in order to keep up with the rapid digital agenda in the market in general, the

retail business must rethink and improve their current business model and processes in order

to embark on a new digital journey.

Retailers like Amazon, who are giants in the retail industry, have introduced Amazon Go

which provides customers with check-out free stores and new shopping experiences

(Amazon.com). Since 2012 it has been possible for customers in the UK to utilize the service

Scan as You Go in the supermarket giant Tesco (Scan & Shop, Tesco.com). The strategic

acceleration of digital technologies which the retail industry's giants have made in the last

decade has undeniably left its mark on the Danish retail industry. The digital technologies,

digital infrastructures, and digital solutions which have been introduced to the retail industry

have offered more than improved customer experiences. A new business area has been

introduced to companies within the retail industry. New strategic possibilities to further

competitive advantages, accelerated market change and industry giants, are all part of the

reality which all retail companies must successfully navigate. With these digital solutions, an

international aspect has furthermore been introduced to retail companies which have

traditionally exclusively been concerned with each own national retail market. To navigate

the digital transformation that has dominated the retail industry the last decade, companies

face the challenge that is to adapt and furthermore adopt digital technologies, infrastructures

and services internally. In other words, as technology continues to advance, technology and
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digital technology has become inevitable parts of not only the retail industry, but industries

and society at large. As such, how well companies navigate these rapid external changes, are

among other aspects, determined by organizations' abilities to manage the inevitable internal

changes. Thus, strategic digital ambitions have, as a result of digital technology

advancements and industry changes, become relevant within Danish retail organization. How

high these ambitions are set and how they are prioritized within the organization is imposed

by each organization's ability to manage a digital transformation.

4.1.  Research Motivation

The motivation for this research is two-folded. First of all, we wanted to further the

theoretical concept of digital transformation, and thus make the concept more tangible and

applicable in organizations. By combining tensions between and among every step of digital

transformation mechanisms in an organization, we wish to create a framework for how such

transformation can be handled and mediated to achieve sustained digital transformation and

digital agility. We find this topic to be of high value to organizations who have undermined

the importance of creating a foundation for trust and support between management and

employees. Large organizational digital transformations often seem to fail or get lost from the

original vision, if the people involved are not fit to manage the transformation, or are lacking

valuable information which leads to tensions and resistance towards change. This research is

by no means a critique of the case company Coop or the subsidiary Lobyco, but has instead

served as a study of how large organizations with traditional company structures are

managing an organization spanning digital transformation. We therefore seek, with this study,

to bring valuable insights to organizations who will face a similar digital transformation as

we have seen it in Coop, as well as provide recommendations for how to further the digital

transformation in Coop. In general we found that while digital transformation has been

widely investigated in academic literature for decades, there is not a solid foundation of

knowledge provided to organizations on how they can best manage the tensions and

resistance internally in a digital transformation process, and we wanted to provide such a

framework.

Secondly, the motivation for this research stems from a personal interest towards digital

transformation as a theoretical concept. As we, the authors of this research, previously have

investigated the digital transformation process in Coop, we already knew we had a profound
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interest in the process, and this research project allows us to deep dive into the case and add

new theoretical lenses to it. Since most companies have already faced, or will face a digital

transformation in the future (NNIT.com), we found that the topic could not be more relevant

in terms of organizational trends. With COVID-19 companies are more than ever having to

adapt and change to digital transformations, to be able to follow along the rapidly changing

digital environment we are navigating in.

4.2. Thesis Structure

In order to provide the reader of this thesis with an overview of the structure and the

sub-components that constitute the entire thesis, we will in this section provide a reading

guide with brief descriptions of each section and what is to be expected throughout the

reading process.

Chapter 1: First the reader is introduced to the topic of digital transformation in retail and to

the case of digital transformation in Coop. This chapter will also provide an explanation of

the motivation for choosing the research topic.

Chapter 2: Following the introduction the second chapter will include the theoretical

framework. We guide the reader through the most prominent literature on digital

transformation and tensions and paradoxes which will shape our research. We furthermore

provide definitions on the terms we use including digital transformation, digital agility and

mechanisms, which are all contributing factors to forming the understanding of what we are

investigating. Subsequently, we also provide an overview and timeline of the digital

transformation journey in Coop which forms the foundation for the analysis in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3: In chapter 3 of this research project the reader will be introduced to the

methodological choices based on the theoretical framework. We will provide an overview of

the research setting and introduce the case company Coop and Lobyco. We will outline the

research area and state our research questions and sub-questions to be analyzed and

researched. We outline our methodology in terms of the research philosophy, research

approach and research method. Hereafter, we will present our research design, and our choice

of semi-structured interviews as the primary data source. We give an introduction to the

interviewees so that the reader can get to know the participant’s and their inclusion in the

research project. Lastly, we analyze our data and present a coding scheme.

Chapter 4: In chapter 4 we firstly analyze the digital transformation in Coop. We then identify

which tensions have arisen as a result of the digital transformation. Combining tensions to the

digital transformation mechanisms we hereafter present a conceptual framework and model.

Which will assist in an understanding of how to manage tensions because of digital

transformation in organizations. We lastly present our findings and analyze our framework..

Chapter 5: In chapter 5 we present arguments and discuss the relevance of our framework and

model. We discuss whether or not Coop has achieved digital agility as a result of the digital

transformation and how top management and a strong leadership is important when

anchoring digital transformation in the organization.

Chapter 6: In chapter 6 we reflect on our findings and discussion, and come up with our

suggestions with regards to recommendations to Coop. Both in terms of managing the

tensions using our framework and model, but also in a future perspective in furthering their

digital efforts and reaching digital agility.

Chapter 7: In chapter 7 we finally conclude on our research and answer our research question

with regards to which digital transformation mechanisms Coop have utilized on their path to

digital agility.

Chapter 8: In chapter 8 we provide a perspective on future research. We will mention the

potential for furthering the research in a future perspective as well as providing a critical

reflection towards limitations.
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5. Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework

A theoretical framework is vital to any research and dissertation. In order to account for our

theoretical choice for this research study, the theory-driven thinking and action is explained

according to selection of topics and research agenda (Grant & Osanloo, 2014). Furthermore,

the theoretical framework can be viewed similarly to the blueprint of a house and makes up

the foundation allowing us to justify our research project, and build our analysis on a solid

theoretical backing (Grant & Osanloo, 2014). In the following sections we will introduce our

theoretical choices and topic delimitation regarding the four main theories and themes in this

research project; digital transformation, tensions, digital agility and mechanisms. The

theoretical framework will be structured according to a literature review approach, allowing

us to deep dive into relevant literature about our main topics. Furthermore, allowing us to

identify where in the litterature we see potential to further the research scope of digital

transformation.

5.1. Digital Transformation

With the surrounding environmental digital pressure on incumbent companies to transform

and innovate themselves into digital organizations, the theory and concept of digital

transformation comes into play. In the following sections we will define digital

transformation as a concept, and explain its use and definition through time.

We have sought to find and provide essential relevant knowledge on digital transformation as

well as finding the key theorists who through time have shaped and defined digital

transformation in literature and in organizations. We will elaborate on this method of

snowballing in the methodology chapter in this research project.

5.1.1. Westerman et al., (2011)

The research Digital Transformation: A Roadmap for Billion-Dollar Organizations by

Westerman, G., Calméjane, C., Bonnet, D., Ferrais, P., and McAfee, A. (2011) represents one

of the many significant contributions to the definition and understanding of digital

transformation in organizations. As such, this research defines digital transformation as:

“The use of technology to radically improve performance or reach of enterprises”

(Westerman et al., 2011, p. 5).
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The research offers an important perspective on how incumbent firms are different from new

digital entrants on the market when shaping the digital transformation process (Westerman et

al., 2011). It is explained how digital transformation traditionally has been researched from a

startup or high-tech organizational perspective, whereas the traditional incumbent firms are

lacking a clear understanding of the benefits of digital transformation and digital technology.

They especially highlight that digital transformation should be a top down process driven by

the organization’s senior leaders and successful digital transformation is achieved not by

creating new organizations it is merely about taking advantage of existing strategic assets in a

new way (Westerman et al., 2011).

5.1.2. Berman S. J. (2012)

Berman (2012) suggests in his research Digital Transformation: Opportunities to Create New

Business Models a framework for how firms can take advantage of the products and services

available in the new digital marketplace (Berman, 2012). Centrally for this research is mobile

connectivity and devices such as smartphones and tablets and how these digital components

transform business models. As such Berman (2012) highlights the importance of

implementing digital technologies as the backbone of digital transformation to enable greater

customer collaboration and interaction by reshaping customer value propositions (Berman,

2012). Moreover, the research also suggests four paths to digital transformation and discusses

the relevance of understanding and evaluating the factors most important to successful digital

transformation from an individual perspective. While the research does not impose a

definition to digital transformation, it is highlighting several important factors about using

digital technologies and mobile connectivity on smartphones to achieve digital transformation

which is argued to be similar to the digital transformation of this overall case about Coop.

5.1.3. Matt, C., Hess, T., and Benlian, A. (2015)

In the research about Digital Transformation Strategies digital transformation strategies are

being defined and separated from similar concepts. Moreover, they propose a framework for

how firms can formulate, implement and evaluate digital transformation strategies, and show

opportunities for future research within the digital transformation field (Matt, Hess &

Benlian, 2015). It is discussed how digital transformation strategies are different from IT

strategies in both perspective and overall goal.
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Digital transformation strategies are defined as the focus on: “The transformation of

products, processes, and organizational aspects owing to new technologies” (Matt, Hess &

Benlian, 2015, p. 2).

Specifically for the framework mentioned, Matt, Hess and Benlian (2015) proposes The Four

Dimensions of Digital Transformation Strategies, consisting of the following four

dimensions: 1) Use of Technology, 2) Changes in Value Creation, 3) Structural Changes, and

4) Financial Aspects. To achieve a successful implementation of a digital transformation

strategy Matt, Hess and Benlian (2015) suggests that essential to fully exploit the intended

effect of the digital transformation strategy is to align the four dimensions. Moreover in the

similar study Options for formulating a Digital Transformation Strategy also by Matt, C.,

Hess, T., and Benlian, A. (2016) they provide a definition for digital transformation which is

also important to highlight in this digital transformation strategy context: “(DT) is concerned

with the changes that digital technologies can bring about in a company’s business model,

products, processes and organizational structure” (Matt, Hess & Benlian, 2016, p. 3).

5.1.4. Svahn et al., (2017)

In the longitudinal research of Volvo Cars: Embracing Digital Innovation in Incumbent

Firms: How Volvo Cars Managed Competing Concerns By Svahn, F., Mathiassen, L. and

Lindgren, R. (2017) it is being researched how incumbent firms address and embrace digital

innovation in a digital transformation perspective.

The research offers several lessons on how traditional incumbent firms can improve

competition and competitive advantage in the digital environment. Moreover it highlights

several bottlenecks that many established companies are concerned about when utilizing

digital innovation initiatives, such as the fact that established firms are able to develop and

innovate new digital strategies without risk losing their core business. In fact, the research

actually encourages digital innovation as a means of maintaining core businesses (Svahn et

al., 2017). The research about Volvo Cars is especially interesting in comparison to Coop,

because we can draw several parallels between the similar questions and uncertainties faced

when deciding to exploit and manage new digital technologies.
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5.1.5. Vial, G. (2019)

Vial (2019) ties together in the research Understanding Digital Transformation: A Review

and Research Agenda a comprehensive understanding of digital transformation in extant

literature, which he argues has been lacking a common understanding of its nature and

implications (Vial, 2019). This research by Vial (2019) has especially been insightful in

gaining a greater understanding of digital transformation and its many definitions through his

extensive research of 282 digital transformation works resulting in the articulation of an eight

building blocks framework. This research has also particularly assisted in acknowledging

leading articles and theorists within the digital transformation field, also referred to as

snowballing.

Vial (2019) takes the notion of what is previously known about digital transformation and

asks the question: “What do we know about digital transformation?” (Vial, 2019, p. 1). And

by combining the research of the 282 digital transformation works he encompasses a new

conceptual definition of digital transformation as: “A process that aims to improve an entity

by triggering significant changes to its properties through combinations of information,

computing, communication, and connectivity technologies” (Vial, 2019, p. 1). As such, an

inductive framework presented serves as a comprehensive understanding of digital

transformation processes wherein organizations respond to changes. They do so by taking

advantage of digital technologies to alter the value creation of which organizations must

account for eight factors, these so-called building blocks (Vial, 2019). The eight building

blocks consist of: 1) disruptions, 2) strategic responses, 3) use of digital technologies, 4)

changes in value creation paths, 5) structural changes, 6) organizational barriers, 7) negative

impacts, and 8) positive impacts (Vial, 2019).

5.1.6. Mayor, T. (2019)

The research Five Building Blocks of Digital Transformation from MIT Mayor (2019) offers

a roadmap to organizations on how to tackle the extensive organizational change which

digital transformation is.

Like Vial (2019) this research also suggests a building block structure framework for

understanding and tackling digital transformation in organizations. As such, the five building

block framework is what initially inspired us to develop on the building blocks present in the

digital transformation journey in Coop. Moreover it inspired us to relate it to the concept of
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mechanisms and tensions, presented later in this research project. Therefore, this particular

research has played an extensive role in the creation of our contribution in relation to digital

transformation in Coop. Naturally, the research will therefore be accounted for in more detail,

to understand the processes and building blocks which we in the analysis will apply to our

case.

Mayor (2019) argues that companies in general are impatient when it comes to becoming a

successful digital business. The research further shows that five years after beginning a

digital transformation journey, in organizations such as LEGO, Toyota and other global

spanning organizations, only 5% of the revenue comes from digital value propositions

(Mayor, 2019) which clearly shows a picture of digital transformation not being a straight

forward or easy process. As such, to help companies develop competencies and achieve

success in anchoring successful digital transformation the five building blocks: 1) operational

backbone, 2) shared customer insights, 3) digital platform, 4) accountability framework, and

5) external developer platform are introduced (Mayor, 2019). Three of the building blocks are

concerned with technology platforms; operational backbone, digital platform and external

developer platform. Whereas the last two; customer insights and accountability framework

are organizational capabilities (Mayor, 2019).

The operational backbone refers to the combined set of processes, integrated systems and

data in an organization to ensure efficiency and transparency of operations and reliability of

transactions (Mayor, 2019). In other words, the operational backbone is the underlying

foundation forming the operational excellence in the business, and without it. Mayor (2019)

argues that the business will be prevented from developing new digital offerings. As such, the

operational backbone, being the first building block in the framework, is also the most

powerful building block as the others will be built on top of the foundation created (Mayor,

2019).

Shared customer insights is a key component in organizational knowledge towards

understanding the customer’s needs and desires related to what they are willing to pay for the

newly developed digital offerings (Mayor, 2019). This building block is essential when

businesses are accumulating knowledge towards customer’s pains and gains, and possible

solutions (Mayor, 2019). Moreover, this step also requires a lot of testing, to get to know
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what the customers actually want in order to continuously evolve and build on the digital

offerings (Mayor, 2019).

The digital platform allows the business to personalize digital components to the customers,

by being a platform in which data components, business infrastructure and technology can be

assembled according to different customers with different needs (Mayor, 2019).

Accountability framework refers to the clearly defined ownership and coordination, as well

as powerful motivated teams working towards the evolving number of digital offerings

(Mayor, 2019). In order to quickly deliver new digital offerings, there must be individual

teams with the agency making decisions towards continuously improving and creating new

products in contrast to the traditional hierarchical decision making structure, which does not

allow for digital innovation and quick decision making processes (Mayor, 2019).

External developer platform is the fifth and last building block in the framework. It refers to

the need for partners who in a collaborative manner can create new digital offerings in

coherence with the organization (Mayor, 2019). As such, with a network of partners it will be

possible to deliver end-to-end solutions to customers. However, Mayor (2019) says that the

external developer platform must not be started too soon, and argues that the other four

building blocks should be done first (Mayor, 2019).

The operational backbone proved in the research to be one of the most important building

blocks when beginning the digital transformation journey: “They had at least some kind of

operational backbone to give them data” (Mayor, 2019). Moreover, in the beginning of a

digital transformation journey the research also showed the importance of having shared

customer insights in order to recognize the value propositions the new digital agenda is

offered to the customers (Mayor, 2019). We will critically reflect on the importance of the

building blocks in the analysis chapter, as well as the relevance of inclusion in our conceptual

framework.

5.1.7. Wessel et al. (2020)

The research Unpacking the Difference between Digital Transformation and IT-enabled

Organizational Transformation By Wessel, L. K, Baiyere, A., Ologeanu-Taddei, R., Cha, J.,

and Jensen, T. B. (2020) is trying to grasp what digital transformation really is in comparison
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to similar topics and concepts. Specifically for this case, digital transformation is being

compared and differentiated from IT-enabled organizational transformation (ITOT) through

two longitudinal studies, resulting in an empirically grounded conceptualization of how these

two concepts set apart from each other (Wessel et al., 2020).

The research is questioning whether digital transformation is a new concept, or whether it is

merely a phenomenon used to depict digital change processes which theorists such as

Mintzberg & McHugh (1985); Mintzberg & Waters (1985); Pettigrew (1987, 1990) has been

explaining and scrutinizing decades ago. As such, they argue that digital transformation has

evolved from ITOT which was conceptualized in the 1990’s and that digital transformation

and ITOT in research today still to a certain degree is defined almost similarly. In this

research the key difference between the two concepts are explained and unfolded.

Digital transformation is being defined as digital technologies being central to redefining

value propositions which results in the emergence of a new organizational identity, whereas

ITOT is involving the use of digital technologies to support an existing value proposition

which results in the organizational identity being reinforced (Wessel et al., 2020). This

research will assist in delimiting us from using concepts and definitions which are related to

ITOT which could result in derailing us from understanding the digital transformation

journey in Coop.

5.2. Definition of Digital Transformation

As the above theoretical framework has unfolded, digital transformation is a widely used

concept and phenomenon studied for decades. There is no doubt that organizations today are

facing a rapidly changing and ever evolving environment where only the ones keeping up

with the digital agenda are able to keep their position and gain competitive advantage on the

market. Simply, all businesses today will in one way or another in the coming years have to

adapt and transform their core business into a digitally driven organization through digital

transformation processes. The theoretical framework for digital transformation has shown

how digital transformation is used in coherence with both strategies, incumbent and

traditional firms, digital technologies and how digital transformation is different from similar

concepts and theories. In the below table we list an overview of definitions towards digital
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transformation in literature, and furthermore based on the definitions, we form our own

understanding and definition of digital transformation.

Table 1: Definitions of Digital Transformation

Definition Source

The use of technology to radically improve
performance or reach of enterprises Westerman et al., (2011)

Rethinking what customers value most and
creating operating models that take advantage of
what’s newly possible for competitive
differentiation

Berman, S.J. (2012)

The transformation of products, processes, and
organizational aspects owing to new technologies

Matt, C., Hess, T., and Benlian, A. (2015)

(DT) is concerned with the changes that digital
technologies can bring about in a company’s
business model, products, processes and
organizational structure

Matt, C., Hess, T., and Benlian, A. (2016)

A process that aims to improve an entity by
triggering significant changes to its properties
through combinations of information, computing,
communication, and connectivity technologies

Vial, G. (2019)

Leverage an ever-evolving array of digital
technologies — social, mobile, analytics, cloud,
artificial intelligence, blockchain, and the
“internet of things” — to develop new value
propositions for customers.

Mayor, T. (2019)

Digital technologies being central to redefining
value propositions which results in the emergence
of a new organizational identity

Wessel et al. (2020)

We will support any claim of digital transformation in the case of Coop with the above

definitions of digital transformation. Moreover, we also form our own understanding of

digital transformation in coherence with our findings from the Coop case and definitions

from digital transformation research in general. As such we define digital transformation as;
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the implementation of new digital technologies to replace non-digital business processes and

value propositions resulting in a transformation of the overall business strategy.

Not only is digital transformation disrupting products and services, it is also concerned with

how businesses operate, communicate etc. As such digital transformation is about

transforming the entire organization into becoming digitally oriented and thereby securing the

future of the organization. Our definition of digital transformation is formed from the notion

that it was the need for new digital technologies that began the digital transformation journey

in Coop, and the Coop app was the result hereof. Therefore, it is also the Coop app which has

replaced the old business processes and value propositions ultimately resulting in the digital

transformation in Coop.

5.3. Mapping the Digital Transformation in Coop

The below table (table 2) shows a chronological timeline of the digital transformation in

Coop. We find it important to show the step-by-step process which Coop has undergone since

2015. Subsequent to the table we describe in detail each step of the process, to engage the

reader in understanding the process and how Coop, so far, has grasped and managed their

digital journey.

Table 2: Chronological mapping of the Digital Transformation in Coop

Year Stage Quote

2015 Coop’s digital journey begins at
a tech conference in Silicon
Valley.

“The corporate management team had been in
Silicon Valley at a conference with a lot of heavy
tech giants – And then they realized that Coop
had to jump on the digital train not just from a
marketing perspective, but to a point where Coop
needed to be digital frontrunners” (Head of
Products, A4)

2015 Coop Digital launches as a new
digital department in Coop,
which later becomes Lobyco.

“It was the first time Coop actually dedicated a
department with a customer centered focus and a
digital mindset to digitalize the membership
program” (Product Owner & Digital Project
Manager, A2)
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2016
October

The Coop app launches. “Coop made a huge analysis of what it really
takes for our customers to get more out of being
members (…) it had to be digital due to the
smartphone penetration in recent years in
Denmark and everyone else already had an app,
so we felt being a grocery store that we could
actually create an app which would be in top 10
of most used apps on the customers’ phone”
(Chief Commercial Officer, A4)

2019 Increased focus on agile
working methods.

“In 2019 we moved the development in-house
and created the Mercury Team. We had a plan
about becoming more agile because it was the
latest trend with product owners, scrum masters
and integrations in sprints” (Product Owner &
Digital Project Manager, A13)

2020
September

Coop founded the subsidiary
Lobyco.

“Because we also deliver this ecosystem to other
retailers it just makes more sense to create an
independent company” (Chief Commercial
Officer, A5)
“Coop will hardly perform well if they are a
company for everything, both retail, groceries
and software” (Director, A4)

5.3.1. A New Digital Strategy and Digital Department (2015)

In 2015 the corporate management was at a tech conference in Silicon Valley (Head of

Products, A4; External Consultant, A12). The story goes that when they flew to Silicon

Valley Coop was a retail company and when they came back Coop was a digital company. Of

course, this is a simplified story of the beginning of Coop’s digital transformation, but it was

initially what began the digital journey. Returning from Silicon Valley the goal and vision for

the new digital agenda was to build a digital business and in the center should be an app

driving the digital transformation and tying the company together.

The first step in the digital transformation was therefore to create a team in the company with

a digital mindset and the result hereof was the creation of Coop Digital. Physically Coop

Digital was placed about 500 meters away from Coop Headquarters (Product Owner &

Digital Project Manager; External Consultant; Director; Senior Project Manager).
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Since traditional retail was on a downward trend, it was important to build a digital layer on

top of the membership program in Coop to create a direct digital touch point to the customers

(Chief Commercial Officer, A4). Simply because the customers previously did not buy into

the whole cooperative principle which the membership program is built around. If Coop

wanted to get a market share, and be frontrunners in the digital race they had to revolutionize

the retail market and dare to take chances. “If one does not renew oneself and follow along,

well then the journey stops” (Director, A3).

5.3.2. The Coop App Launches (2016)

As aforementioned, an app should be central to the digital transformation in Coop. In 2016

Coop decided to implement said app, and hired the company Greener Pastures led by the

External Consultant, to develop the first version of the app (Project manager 2, A3).

“Very briefly, the presentation was that they had an outdated membership system and an

outdated bonus system. They had a lot of members, but no one really bought in on the

premise of being co-owner of a cooperative” (External consultant, A1).

Greener Pastures worked on the project from May 2016 to November 2016 when the first

version of the app was launched (External Consultant, A1).

The goal was to create an ecosystem where all benefits, bonuses and personal offerings were

gathered in one place. In 2017 Coop launched Scan & Pay, allowing the members to pay with

the app in store creating the breakthrough for an ecosystem and an app which should be in

top 10 most used apps on the consumers mobile phones (Chief Commercial Officer). Another

important feature on the app being highlighted by most of the interviewees is the games. In

2017 the game feature Play & Win was launched (Project Manager 2, A8) as a means of

maintaining the interest and creating additional sales.

5.3.3. Agile Working Methods to Support Digital Mindset (2018-2019)

Since 2018 Coop has increasingly focused on agile working methods especially to support

the development of Scan & Pay in all of Coop’s stores (Head of products, A17). The initial

setup was 2-3 week sprints in dedicated teams with daily stand ups and planning sessions
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(Head of products, A17). To spark interest in the organization for an increased focus on agile

working methods Coop created an agile community.

“We created an agile community with an agile coach, but after the organizational changes it

was determined that there was no need for the agile coach anymore because of a decreased

focus on agile working methods” (IT project manager, A17).

Simultaneously with taking the app development in house, a team called “Mercury” was

created to take care of the development while implementing agile working methods (Product

Owner & Digital Project Manager, A13). As such, the focus on agile working methods has

primarily been in Coop Digital and after the creation of Lobyco there has been a decreased

focus on agile working methods generally in Coop (IT project manager, A17).

5.3.4. Lobyco is Founded (2020)

Since the turn of 2019/2020 it has been no secret in Coop that Lobyco was on the agenda

(Director, A8). With an increased focus on the software in the Coop app from international

organizations and general positive feedback from other retail companies Coop realized the

potential to scale the software business and make money from it.

“Just think, if Coop could be a platform provider and a software company instead of working

with groceries as the main product and source of income” (Head of products, A5).

As a result of the increased interest in the product, the former department Coop Digital was

made into Lobyco and was finally separated into its own independent company in the late

summer of 2020.

Lobyco is a contraction of “Loop by Coop'' and is a subsidiary who is 100% owned by Coop

(Director, A4).

“Since we now also deliver this digital ecosystem to other retailers, it just makes more sense

to be an independent company. It is also more transparent, both for Coop and our other

customers, that we are a dedicated software company they trade with” (Chief Commercial

Officer, A5).
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Lobyco is now the platform developer of Coops digital ecosystem and drives the digital

agenda further while Coop is still the owner of Lobyco.

5.3.5. Digital Frontrunner? (2021)

Since Coop Digital was taken out of Coop and created into Lobyco there is no longer a

dedicated department in Coop who is driving the digital agenda forward. However, Coop has

still come far and in terms of technology they are still one of the key players on the Danish

market. Many large retail companies have since the Coop app was launched, copied a similar

setup and especially Salling Group, being the other main competitor on the Danish market are

on their way with a similar setup (External Consultant, A6). However, no one has yet

completely succeeded with creating an ecosystem like Coop.

“But gathering everything, scan & pay, games and all the other things we have in the App.

No one really has that besides us” (Project manager 1, A5).

Surely by completely moving all employees working with digital projects and agile working

methods from Coop to Lobyco has created stagnation in the digital agenda in Coop. And still,

Coop is a retail company first of all.

“There is no doubt, that if you take the 40.000 employees in Coop Denmark then 38.500 of

them are working in our stores, they live and breath in the stores and are 200% focused on

customers and their stores, so that is a full retail mindset” (Chief commercial officer, A15).

5.4. Emergent Paradoxes and Tensions

To understand Coop’s digital transformation journey it became relevant to examine it from a

different perspective. Thus, disclosing patterns and behaviours which we have identified in

Coop's case, and relating them to various perspectives in the setting of organizational

paradoxes and emerging tensions. This further advanced the nuances in the digital

transformation process, and the overall scope of the research field.
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5.4.1. Smith and Lewis (2011)

Smith and Lewis (2011) are recognised organizational scholars. With their research Toward a

Theory of Paradox: A Dynamic equilibrium Model of Organizing (2011), they recognised the

role of paradoxes in organizational management. They propose the notion that great

managerial insights can be derived from analysing organizational tensions with a paradoxical

lens (Smith and Lewis, 2011). Moreover, their research is motivated by the assumptions that

organizational systems work most effectively when they are aligned, both internally and

externally. Smith and Lewis (2011) offer a definition of paradoxes as elements which are

contradictory, yet interrelated. This means that the elements which constitute paradoxes

cannot simply be solved by removing one of the contradictory elements. Understanding that

they are interrelated as well as contradictory is imperative to the research. Furthermore,

paradoxes are characterized with the ability to exist simultaneously, and persist over time

(Smith & Lewis, 2011).

This definition of paradoxes highlights the underlying tensions which are inherent in

organizations, as it is proposed to both resolve and embrace paradoxes. This understanding of

paradoxes was relevant for this research study firstly because it presented a definition of

paradoxes which have largely been adopted in this study. Secondly, with their Theory of

Paradox, Smith & Lewis (2011) argue that studies concerned with organizational, or cross-

organizational phenomena are able to benefit from adopting this paradox lens. This is because

it challenges the traditional managerial understanding that problems should be solved.

However, paradoxes are not problems (Smith & Lewis, 2011). Tensions related to problems

are inherently of a different nature than tensions related to paradoxes. The two however, play

out in a very similar way, which is also why it can be difficult to navigate between them.

What this means is that on a fundamental level tensions related to problems will most

commonly give the participants a sense of resolvement or satisfaction once it is considered

managed and solved. With tensions related to paradoxes it is far more complex for the

participants involved. To grasp these complexities and understand them fully in their

existence, Smith and Lewis (2011) catalog paradoxes into 4 different types; paradox of

belonging, learning, organizing, and performing (Smith and Lewis, 2011, p. 382).

These 4 catalogs of paradox types embody various meanings and relations, as such they are to

be used as a framework for navigating organizational paradoxes and their origins. However,
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Smith and Lewis make a point of disclosing that the paradoxes can exist across each other

and simultationaly with each other. Therefore, the simplicity of the framework does well in

illustrating the reality of paradoxes and furthermore, why it is relevant to include in this

research project. Because when zooming in on one particular paradox in a research manner, it

has the potential to be quite simple to grasp the reality of the paradox. However, in

organizations these circumstances are not as simple. Often many participants are involved,

with different interests and with different social realities. In addition to this, it is highly

unlikely that an organization is confronted with just one paradox or paradoxical tension at the

time. This complexity is a challenge to grasp. However, Smith and Lewis (2011) insist that

acknowledging the fundamental contradictions and embracing paradoxes' ability to persist

over time, enables a greater analysis of paradoxical tensions, and ultimately targets

managerial efforts which can address the tensions.

The understanding of paradoxes as tensions is, as mentioned, a nauced matter, and is applied

using many different theoretical lenses. Another accredited perspective on tensions and

paradoxes is by Nambisan, S., Wright, M., & Feldman, M. (2019).

5.4.2. Nambisan et al. (2019)

Digital technologies, digital infrastructures and digital platforms have had a significant

impact on a variety of organizational processes. In The digital transformation of innovation

and entrepreneurship: Progress, challenges and key themes Nambisan et al. (2019) argue that

the powerful impact that these elements have introduced, cannot be devalued. Digital

technologies have inherently broadend the implications for value creation and value capturing

(Nambisan et al., 2019). As such, three key themes are identified as native to the digital

transformation in innovation and entrepreneurship; Openness, Affordances, and Generativity

(Nambisan et al., 2019). It is furthermore suggested that the specific focus on these key

themes enables the ability to connect issues across different levels of analysis. Openness is

related to the degree to which opennes is facilitated as a cause of digital technologies, or

digital platforms (Nambisan et al., 2019). Affordances are defined by the action potential or

possibilities which a digital technology (or digital object) offers in the context they are used.

Thirdly is generativity, which is interesting from a paradoxical perspective, because it

describes digital technologies capacity for producing unprompted change. Nambisan et al.
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(2019) raises the question in this context of the generativity concept, of how managerial

paradoxes are involved in the process. An associated paradox that has been considered within

previous studies (Lyytinen et al., 2017) is the clash between stability and change in

technology. Change in the technology architecture along with the further impact on the extent

of generativity realized, illustrates the paradoxical tensions which have managerial concerns.

These tensions endorse the delicate balance which organizations must navigate. It is the

balance between moving forward and promoting technology, while simultaneously

constraining digital generativity, to minimise unprompted changes and ultimately realize

business goals (Nambisan et al., 2019).

5.4.3. Moschko et al. (2020)

Moschko et al. (2020) presents in Managing Digital Transformation: Comprehending

Digitalization Tensions for Driving Disruptive Change. In Academy of Management

Proceedings, the argument that organizations failing to acknowledge paradoxical tensions

may result in consequential loss of the opportunities which digital technologies encompass.

The digital transformation journey which many industrial organizations have taken up

themselves within recent years is brought up as the context setting to understand the

perspective in which paradoxes are acknowledged in Moschko’s et al. (2020) research.

Digital projects and initiatives are set in progress with the notion of responding to recent

technologies and trends, to gain competitive advantage (Moschko et al., 2020).

However, the argument lies within the inability to approach tensions and uncertainty.

Paradoxes are used in this research setting as a tool to understand changing environments and

coping mechanisms that are positioned within contradictory tensions. They (Moschko et al.,

2020) argue more efficient management can be prompted by digital innovations if managers

succeed in acknowledging paradoxical tensions. The alternative to this awareness is an

evolutionary path which is suggested to lead to less successful innovation management

(Moschko et al., 2020; Miron-Spektor et al., 2018). Paradoxical thinking is highlighted from

borth an individual and an organizational perspective, to further the notion that it improves

the ambidexterity of companies (Moschko et al., 2020; Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2009). As

such the manager role is highlighted in terms of the paradoxical lens, because of the

behavioural ability to develop strategies which approach paradoxes within digital

transformation.
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5.4.4. Wimelius et al. (2020)

Periodical renewal of digital infrastructure and digital technologies is presented by Wimelius

et al. (2020) as the inherently paradoxical digital transformation process. This embedded

understanding of the paradox perspective in a digital transformation process suggests an

interrelation between paradoxical tensions and digital transformation. As such the research; A

paradoxical perspective on technology renewal in digital transformation (Wimelius et al.,

2020) is relevant to this research project because of its systematic breakdown of the

paradoxical nature. Moreover, the renewal of technology is identified to have significance in

the broader understanding of the process of change that is ingrained in the paradoxical

perspective: “Accordingly, we define technology renewal as the activity through which

organizations seek to replace their core digital platforms and infrastructures in order to

realize their strategic goals.” (Wimelius et al., 2020).

Upon identifying the significance of technology renewal within paradoxes, the understanding

is conceptualized to further the approach towards paradoxical tensions in technology renewal

(Wimelius et al., 2020). The aim is to conceptualize the increasingly critical and ambiguous

process in which managerial decisions caused by paradoxical tensions at critical junctures are

made. The conceptualization of this understanding is described as the paradoxical digital

transformation process wherein organizations are required to simultaneously remove their

existing technological foundation, while in the same process depend on practices to

implement a new foundation (Wimelius et al., 2020). In other words, organizations must

balance the practise of managing a new foundation, while the existing technological

foundation is being removed from under them. As such, is it clear to recognize the variety of

tensions which can arise because of this balancing process. Wimelius et al. (2020) propose

the notion that within this paradoxical nature of the paradoxical digital transformation

process, are three tensions which relate to technology renewal: 1) tension between established

and renewed technology usage, 2) tension between deliberate and emergent renewal

practices, 3) tension between inner and outer renewal contexts (Wimelius et al., 2020, p. 203)

(table1). The three tensions identified are distinct yet related as it is critical to acknowledge

that while new technologies bring opportunities, existing technologies are business critical

(Wimelius et al., 2020). As such in the process of renewal, it is important to ensure that the

business is able to operate at a functioning level. Furthermore, the three identified tensions,
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manifest as the conditions under which an analytical understanding of how organizational

response to tensions, impact the course of action (Wimelius et al., 2020).

This paradoxical perspective towards tensions is relevant for this particular research project

because the focus on Coop’s digital transformation process proposes a number of paradoxes.

We dive deeper into these and their concrete effects on the digital transformation throughout

our analysis chapter. Moreover, this perspective is important to incorporate in the analysis of

our data as it furthers the insights into the complex dynamics and nuanced relations which

have affected the organisation throughout the persisting change of the digital transformation.

5.5. Definitions of Paradoxical Tensions

In recent years digital technologies have had significant organizational processes and

behavioural understandings (Nambisan et al., 2019; Wimelius et al., 2020). As a result of the

above inquiry of paradoxical tensions, and their role in innovative technologies and changing

organizations, we are able to argue for its theoretical relevance. Adopting the paradox

perspective when researching the phenomenon of digital transformation, proves to be

relevant, perhaps especially because of its ability to make sense of tensions which can and

should be resolved, and tensiones which should be embraced in the organization. To make the

theoretical framework for this paradox perspective clear is below, in table (table 3), an

overview of definitions, as well as a mapping of a few of the key paradoxical tensions which

have been part of the Coop’s digital transformation. The instances which are identified will

be analysed further and dived deeper into later in our analysis chapter.

Table 3: Definitions of Paradoxical Tensions

Definition Source

Contradictory yet interrelated elements that exist
simultaneously and persist over. time. Paradoxical
tensions reflect polarities that are interrelated
aspects of a greater whole.

Lewis & Smith (2011)
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Related to realizing business or organizational
goals a paradox is the tussle between stability and
change in technology architectures and the impact
on the extent of generativity realized.

Nambisan, S., Wright, M., &

Feldman, M. (2019)

Organizational ambiguities create underlying
paradoxical tensions for digital innovation
managers between pursuing more evolutionary and
more radical or disruptive innovation activities.

Moschko, L., Blazevic, V., &

Piller, F. T. (2020)

Technology renewal is conceptualized as a
paradoxical digital transformation process in
which organizations must simultaneously remove
their technological foundation and build on the
practices that depend on it to implement a new
technological foundation.

Wimelius, H., Mathiassen, L.,

Holmström, J., & Keil, M. (2021)

5.6. Mapping Key Paradoxical Tensions

In the below table (table 4) we provide an overview of key events which have been definitive

in Coop’s digital journey as well as in the development of paradoxical tensions during the

digital transformation.

Table 4: Chronological Mapping of Key Paradoxical Tensions in Coop’s Digital
Transformation

Year Stage Quote

2016 Coop’s first version of the app
was launched. Some believe
this enables them to improve
the app organically, some
believe it’s too early to launch.

I believe that we have a competitive advantage
because we have learnt so much from the
mistakes we made in the implementation stage of
launching. (Head of Products, A6)

When it was launched the attitude was very much
like; look what we made!. But it only worked in
one store. It was not scalable at all... (Project
Manager 2, A8)
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2018 Operations struggle to support
the push constrant push for
innovative features

The last couple of years features have just been
developed without regard to the implementation
and integration of them, which Operations, or
what I call the old world, is in charge of. (Project
Manager 2, A4)

2019 Increased focus on agile
working methods proves
difficult to prioritize.

I think it could work, but it needs to be
implemented across the organization, and it
hasn't. I think right now the company is more
focused on operational efficiency. (Project
Manager 2, A17)

We are a few project managers who work to use
agile methods in our teams. At one point we had
an agile coach, but after org. changes, there was
no longer room for him. (Project Manager 1,
A17)

2020
September

Coop founded the subsidiary
Lobyco partly because of a goal
to increase profesionalisme in
the innovative department.

We have a management team wherein there are
people who have previous experience with this
type of change and the structural benefit it can
create. (Project Manager 1, A4)

Commercialising Lobyco, I believe came from a
need to make money on something a lot of money
has been invested into, but also from the need to
bring a certain level of profesionalisme into the
delivery stages. (Project Manager 2, A4)

To summarize, adopting a paradoxical perspective upon analysing the tensions which arose

during Coop’s digital transformation thus far, enable this research project to further explore

the notion of navigating these tensions. Moreover, by identifying key tenisons, we are able to

further identify its underlying tensions, which enables a perspective towards future tensions

which may arise and how to navigate through them. Furthermore, this paradoxical tensions

perspective adds an additional dimension to the  digital transformation mechanisms findings.

In the following section, arguments supporting the research choice of focusing on the

mecanismes which drive digital transformation are presented.
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5.7. Mechanisms

In this research study, we aim to identify and understand which mechanisms cause the

progress in digital transformations, Both in the case specific context of Coop’s digital

transformation, but furthermore in a larger scale attempt to generate new knowledge on the

phenomenon of digital transformation. The use of mechanisms brings explanatory elements

to the research study. As such we argue that the adoption of mechanisms as a tool in our

analytical approach has been implied and aligns with philosophical assumptions prior

adopted. Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013) propose the underlying structures of the

philosophical assumptions behind the use of mechanisms in a similarly digital oriented

research field, to be streams of interpretivism and positivism. Interpretivism is concerned

with sense-making by involved actors, and attention is directed toward each ability to make

sense of reality. This attention to sense making has for instance been actualized as a direct

focus on the patterns which emerged from our data, which results from Coop’s organizational

abilities to deal with digital technology, change and tensions. Positivism indicates attention to

events which are directly observable (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013), as such the

underpinning assumption implies attention to strategic decisions and consequences. In

practice, this underpinning attention to observable events has meant a focus on the

relationship between digital technologies and infrastructures and Coop’s business success.

We argue that these sets of philosophical assumptions, while different, align with our research

scope and relevance. Furthermore, within the research field of digital transformation and the

tensions which may occur, it is generally encouraged to dynamically adopt perspectives

which has potential to account for the continuing change and complexities which characterize

digital transformation, both in literature and in empirical data (Henfridsson & Bygstad,

2013). Upon utilizing mechanisms as a concept to guide our analysis, it is relevant to ensure

apparent understanding of the definition which we adopt in our research. We define

mechanisms from a digital context, as such we argue that it is relevant for this research to

adopt generative mechanisms (Bhaskar, 1997, 1998). We define generative mechanisms

following Bhaskar (1997, 1998) and Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013), to be causal structures

that generate observable events (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013, p. 911). Moreover, in this

vein, the causality within these causal structures is contingent (Henfridsson 2013; Elder-Vass

2010; Sayer 1992), thus the outcome of a mechanism depends on other mechanisms.

Mechanisms therefore have the power to initiate, even if this is never actualized, the event or
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events that they are, continue to hold this power to initiate (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013).

In regard to our research question which is concerned with the mechanisms involved in the

process of Coop’s digital transformation, we ultimately argue that it is relevant for this

research study to adopt the concept generative mechanisms with the understanding that it is

defined as “One of the processes in a concrete system that makes it what it is” (Bunge, 2004,

p.182). This definition supports our ambition to further understand which mechanisms have

been at the core of Coop’s digital transformation, and which mechanisms contingently cause

the development of Coop’s digital journey.

5.8. Digital Agility

In the attempt to further the understanding of implications which can arise during a digital

transformation of a large organization, and management of the same, it is imperative to scope

out a certain research focus. Because this research study is concerned with digital

transformation in an organization as large as Coop, it means a large variation of elements

within the organization could be subject to research. As such, in effort to ensure that the

research findings stay within the determined scope we have developed and defined a

measurement of success. This measurement of success is therefore developed from the

understanding that further exploring the mechanisms and tensions within the phenomenon of

digital transformation is the main purpose in this research study of the Coop organization. As

such, these aforementioned implications and how they were managed were relevant to

developing a measurement of success, because they implied the criterias for which the

measurement of success was defined. To better understand our reasoning behind developing

this measurement of success, it makes sense to elaborate on what a measurement of success

is, in the context of a research study; De Wit (2009) presents the argument that measuring the

success of what is subject to research has become an increasingly urgent element within

research. Measuring enables a level of quality and accountability. A measurement of success

is certain criterias which must be met, in order use is as a reference of quality.

The inherent ambiguity we found from reviewing relevant litteratur, implies that a numerical

metric framework would not effectively help further our sense making attempt of the

phenomenon of digital transformation. The success of a digital transformation might reflect

in the company's operational productivity, in the customer’s numbers, or in the employee

turnover (Burchardt & Maisch, 2019). However, in line with our methodological foundation
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which is presented in the following chapter, the results reflected in these types of studies,

would not enable us to explore the mechanisms and tensions within digital transformation.

Rather, in an attempt to answer our research question, we found it necessary to identify

abilities which highlight the capabilities which we defined in our above definition of digital

transformation. Moreover, the abilities should reflect the nuanced tension understanding,

which the paradox perspective introduced to the research. As such, we identified abilities

such as adopting a digital mindset. Meaning being open to digital ways of working, along

with an ability to embrace and implement change. Moreover, embracing an agile approach,

not specifically to business operations as a demand for all departments to start using scrum

and working in task forces, but rather employees and managers, embracing continuous

change. As such these abilities support the digital transformation in an organization.

influencing the speed of change, and accelerating internal processes (Burchardt & Maisch,

2019). Ultimately, these arguments support the notion that a measurement of success furthers

our ability as researchers to work towards answering our research questions. As such we

define our measurement of success in relation to the digital transformation of a traditional

retail company moving towards digitality as; digital agility. In other words, in the scope of

our research, we present the argument that a digital transformation has been successful when

an organization, in this case Coop, archives cross organizational digital agility.

6. Chapter 3: Methodology

We will in this chapter focus on presenting and outlining our methods, as well as provide

arguments for our methodological choices. In order to understand the questions raised and the

arguments that are put forth, throughout this dissertation, it is important to have a clear

understanding of the deliberate choices that lie before the research that has been conducted.

Saunders et al. (2009) argues that the nature of research is something which people undertake

in order to discover things in a systematic way, to which they thereby increase their own

knowledge. As such, this following chapter will present both the research methods and the

methodology which we have adopted in this study. Research methods refers to the techniques

and procedures which we as researchers have used in order to obtain and analyse our data.

This includes observations, interviews and qualitative analysis techniques (Saunders et al.,

2009). Moreover, methodology refers to the theory of how we have undertaken our research

(Saunders et al., 2009).
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The intention for this study is for us as researchers to, in an exploratory manner, gain

knowledge on Coop’s digital transformation by systematically collecting and analysing data.

The insights that are generated throughout with the use of these research techniques are not

motivated by the purpose of falsifying nor validating the choices which have been made

throughout Coop’s digital journey. The purpose of this exploratory study is rather to unravel

the different phases and steps in Coop’s digital transformation. Moreover, this study is an

attempt to further improve the understanding of the tensions and the potential in Coop’s

digital transformation, and ultimately, use the Coop case to further the research and

understanding within the field of digital transformation.

6.1. Research Setting

For the past five years Coop has embarked on a digital journey where they have replaced the

entire core technology and digitalized the entire business model across the organization

(Tholstrup, Børsen.dk, 2020). As previously mentioned, in the inner circles of Coop it is

understood that the vision for becoming a digital organization began at a tech conference in

Silicon Valley. The story goes that when the executive board flew to Silicon Valley Coop

were a traditional retailer and when they returned Coop was transformed into a digital

business (External Consultant; Head of Products). While this is commonly understood as

being the beginning for Coop’s digital journey it is not where this research setting technically

begins.

In 2015 Coop created a development unit which worked independently from the rest of Coop

and was placed on a farm: “We bought an old farm which we decorated in the best start-up

style with table football and agile working methods” (NNIT.com). On the farm were initially

35 people working with digital projects in close dialogue with the consumers creating a direct

consumer centric department (Product Owner & Digital Project Manager, A2). Creating a

direct digital touchpoint to Coop’s many customers and 1,8 million co-owners was further the

vision when the company in 2016 launched the Coop app. Creating increased benefits for the

existing consumer base and Coop’s 1,8 million co-owners (Coop.dk) was a significant reason

for deciding to create the Coop app. Coop’s customers did not get enough value from the

membercard nor the bonus which the customers could use twice a year in all of Coop’s retail

stores (External Consultant). Therefore the app should replace the physical member card, and
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create an online bonus system allowing the customers to use the bonus as money whenever

they want to. By digitalizing the membership program for Coop’s many customers Coop

could ensure a higher level of value to the customers while simultaneously increasing the

shopping experience in Coop’s stores.

In 2017 Coop launched a feature on the app called “Scan & Pay” (Project Manager 1). Scan

& Pay allows the customers to scan the products directly from the shelves, put them in their

shoppingbag and pay through the app before leaving the stores. This innovative paying

solution reduces many of the pains customers experience when buying groceries, such as

waiting in line at the check-out. After launching the app Coop realized its international

potential: “We can see that the software behind the app awakens huge international interest

(...) So maybe we end up being a software company” (Dalgaard, Berlingske.dk, 2018). Large

international retailers such as Tesco, have shown interest in the Scan & Pay software since its

launch (Dalgaard, Berlingske.dk, 2018). As such, Coop has realized the potential to further

their digital journey and become a software company. To create transparency in the business

model Coop decided in the beginning of 2020 to separate the development unit, known as

Coop Digital, from the company and turn it into a subsidiary 100% owned by Coop. The new

company is called Lobyco, and is short for “Loop by Coop''. Lobyco is the backbone of

Coop’s app and digital ecosystem, which through creating a frictionless shopping experience

boost’s customer loyalty in Coop’s more than 1.200 stores across Denmark (About,

Lobyco.com). As such, Coop has for the past five years been on a digital transformation

journey where they have transformed their business from a traditional retailer to becoming a

software company as well.

6.2. Company Descriptions

In order to answer our research question it is important to understand the case organization in

which the research question is being analysed. In our case this revolves around understanding

and getting to know the case organization Coop and the subsidiary Lobyco. In the following

sections we will give a brief introduction and key numbers for Coop and Lobyco which will

form the foundation for understanding what type of organization is in play.
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6.2.1. Coop

Coop was founded in 1866 with the vision of creating a cooperative where products and

goods were readily available and cheaper to its members (Our History, Coop.dk). The

cooperative mindset is still today at the very core of Coop’s DNA. Coop is owned by Coop

Amba, a cooperative co-owned by its 1,8 million members which constitutes Coop

(Coop.dk). Coop Amba further consists of a decision making body - the national council with

126 members, who select the board of directors in Coop amba and Coop Danmark A/S

(Coop.dk). Today, Coop Denmark A/S is the leading consumer goods retailer in Denmark and

operates the online platforms Coop.dk Shopping and Coop.dk Mad (Coop Food, translated),

as well as the retail chains Kvickly, Super Brugsen, Dagli’Brugsen and the subsidiaries Fakta

and Irma A/S (About, Coop.dk). In total Coop has more than 1.200 stores across Denmark

(Coop.dk). Besides the retail stores Coop also consists of Coop Bank and Coop Invest

(About, Coop.dk). Coop has more than 40.000 employees distributed between its more than

1000 stores and in Coop headquarters in Albertslund, Denmark and has a yearly turnover of

approximately 48 billion dkk (Coop.dk).

6.2.2. Lobyco

Lobyco is short for “Loop by Coop'' and is Coop’s digital subsidiary 100% owned by Coop

(Director). As a result of the increased focus on redefining the traditional retail shopping

experience Coop launched the Coop app in 2018. In an effort to continuously develop and

improve the Coop app Lobyco was created to cater for the more than 1.8 million users of the

Coop app, which is equivalent to approximately 25% of all Danish households (lobyco.com).

Lobyco is therefore the backbone of Coop’s digital ecosystem whose most prominent task is

to boost customer loyalty on the digital platforms with the slogan: “For retailers by retailers''

(lobyco.com). One way in which Lobyco is boosting customer loyalty is through gamification

and by creating a frictionless shopping experience. Lobyco is now selling the software behind

the app to other retailers not only in Denmark but also internationally, to cater increased

customer loyalty and boost customer repeat purchases for other retailers as well

(Lobyco.com).

Even though the digital transformation journey which is being analyzed and assessed in this

thesis is viewed from a Coop perspective, it is equally important to understand what kind of
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organization Lobyco is. Lobyco is a byproduct of the digital transformation in Coop, and is a

result of the increased digital efforts making Coop a true digital frontrunner in the retail

industry (Lobyco.com). For the data collection of this research project we have furthermore

also interviewed employees from both Coop and Lobyco, in order to draw a holistic picture

of the digital transformation journey in Coop.

6.3. Research Area

Initiating a digital transformation is the most manageable step in the transformation process

(Matt, Hess & Benlian, 2015). As a result of a stronger focus on the digital agenda

throughout society at large, many industries have in the last decade been exposed to the

phenomenon that is digital transformation. A phenomenon which at first seems to be the

answer to all companies who struggle to face the challenges introduced by advancements of

digital technologies. However, a common misconception, which has proven quite costly for

many companies, is that change and transformation are the same. While there are elements

within the two which are similar and undeniably linked, the word transformation suggests a

completely different process compared to change. The reasoning behind this misconception is

that most companies have some extent of experience with organizational change. As such

there are certain understandings as to how organizational changes should be approached, and

most importantly implemented (Vial, 2019). These preconceived expectations to the process

of change during a digital transformation, may cause challenges which could have been

avoided. In short, a change, in the context of organizational change, refers to the actions of

altering business components within the organization (Weick, & Quinn, 1999). This change

can be centered around different areas, such as people centric or structural, and can be caused

on purpose, or by environmental forces that push change upon the organization (Vial, 2019).

Digital transformation holds a different meaning within the phenomenon. In contrast to

change, transformation refers to the process of making fundamental and complete changes to

an entire organization (Westerman et al., 2011). Moreover, the phenomenon of digital

transformation encompasses a multitude of stages and challenges which are part of the

change process. Therefore, while the drivers for what causes companies to initiate digital

transformations may be attributed to a variety of external market pressures in many cases,

this research project is concerned with what drives this digital transformation throughout an

organization.
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Consequently, this research project includes a research area which combines both theoretical

and empirical areas of research. The interrelation between the two areas, constitutes as an

inquiring and continuous exploration of the research subject. In practice, this means that this

research project firstly has a theoretical analysis of the phenomenon of digital transformation,

which intends to use prior studies within the research field, to highlight key elements within

digital transformation today. Moreover, Coop’s digital transformation is empirically analysed,

and tensions are identified. Lastly, the analysis of Coop’s specific case is discussed in relation

to its theoretical relevance, and a conceptual framework is built from this combination of

both theoretical and empirical analysis.

6.4. Research Aim

The aim of this research is to design a conceptual framework which Coop, and organizations

in general can use, when understanding and managing tensions which arise as a result of a

digital transformation process. Furthermore, the aim is to map the digital transformation

process in Coop, identify tensions and determine the level of success using the measurement

of digital agility.

6.5. Research Question

With the abovementioned justification of the focus and aim of this dissertation, as well as the

motivating purpose mentioned in the introduction, to contribute with insights of value to both

Coop and the research field of Digital Transformation, our research question is the following:

6.5.1. RQ:
- What digital transformation mechanisms have Coop utilized on their path to digital

agility?

6.5.2. Sub-RQ’s:
- Which tensions occured internally as a result of the digital transformation in Coop?

- Has Coop achieved digital agility?

In an attempt to further scope out and center the focus of our research, we propose two sub

research questions. The two sub research questions serve the purpose of narrowing our

empirical results, while a certain exploratory level of ambiguity  remains in our primary

research question.
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6.6. Research Delimitation

The limits to this research study are established in the following section. In order to generate

insights and further the understanding of Coop’s digital transformation and of the

phenomenon in itself, self-imposed boundaries are established. Moreover, the research field

surrounding digital transformation is abundant and complex, as such it is crucial for this

study that the concluding contributions are of certain relevance. As such, by imposing these

research delimitations we will be able to remain within research scope throughout our

exploratory study.

Table 5: Research Delimitation

Delimitation Explanation

Delimitation to theory The theory of the five building blocks of digital
transformation has, as indicated, five steps, which each
contribute to a framework for enabling digital
transformation. As we initially apply the framework, it
offers contextual contributions. However, for our
in-depth analysis, we find only three of the building
blocks to be relevant for our internal research scope.
This delimitation is related to our theoretical focus on
paradoxical tensions and digital transformation
mechanisms. Thus, the remaining two building blocks;
shared customer insights, and digital platform, would
be irrelevant to our internal research scope (Mayor,
2019).

Delimitation to analysis We delimit ourselves from extensive details on how
Coop’s internal infrastructure is set up. Detailed
descriptions of functionalities and integrations of
systems will not be included in the analysis, as these
technical elements do not contribute to extending
knowledge on which tensions arise during a digital
transformation, nor which mechanisms that drive
digital transformation in organizations. Furthermore, a
paradoxical perspective is adopted to tensions, as such
the specific case examples that are given, are to
support a larger understanding. Thus, we refrain from
analyzing tensions which are clearly between two or
three individuals, as this does not contribute to the
organizational scope of our research.
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Delimitation in the phenomenon
of digital transformation

In line with the aim of our research we scope out
relevant literature in order to form an overview of the
phenomenon. However, the research field has grown
extensively on this subject, within recent years. As
such we delimit our inquiry of previous literature, to
what we deem as extensive knowledge.

Delimitation of findings We delimit calculable investigation in this paper of our
findings, as we will not test our findings quantitatively,
as it would be out of our research scope.

6.7. Research Philosophy

All research is concerned with advancing, exploring and establishing new knowledge (Birks,

2014). In order to move forward in a research setting, a certain level of systematic inquiry

and discipline methods are expected (Birks, 2014). It is required for researchers to form a

research design (Birks, 2014). This is the strategy or plan over the research methods which

the researchers use to answer the research question. This strategy or plan is derived from a

foundation of philosophy and methodology. Tie et al. (2019) argues that researchers must

reflect their philosophical beliefs and interpretations of the world, prior to commencing

research. As such, the aim of this section is to present and reflect on the research’s

philosophical underpinnings. As such, the aim is to refine the understanding of how we as

researchers view the world.

Upon adopting an exploratory perspective, we as researchers understand that a certain final

result is not in focus for this research study. Rather, the goal is to provide a better

understanding of the determined research scope and problem (Saunders et al., 2009). Thus,

sensemaking, the ability to derive nuanced insights, and openly understanding different

perspectives in the research field is included within an exploratory approach (Saunders et al.,

2009). In an attempt to advance the body of knowledge within the research field of digital

transformation the flexible yet structured methodology grounded theory method (Glaser &

Strauss, 1967) was chosen, as this study’s research philosophy.
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6.7.1. Grounded theory

6.7.1.1. Glaser and Strauss (1967)

Glaser and Strauss (1967) are recognized as the founders of the grounded theory method.

Upon publishing The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research

(1967) Glaser and Strauss argued how theory could be generated from data inductively. This

challenged the view at the time, which was heavily affected by the traditional research

understanding; that quantitative methodology was the only valid and unbiased way to test

theories and determine truth: “Glaser and Strauss challenged the belief that qualitative

research lacked rigour and detailed the method of comparative analysis that enables the

generation of theory.” (Tie et al., p.2, 2019).

Grounded theory has since seen methodological development (Clarke 2003; Charmaz 2006;

Bryant and Charmaz 2007; Morse 2009), which clearly illustrate the emergence of other

philosophical perspectives and their influence. With roots in positivism, grounded theory is at

its core, potentially best described as structured, yet flexible. This may seem contradicting,

but in research, the two do not exclude each other. What is meant by structured, yet flexible is

that grounded theory is grounded in data that is collected in a systematic manner, yet aims to

generate explanatory theory (Tie, et al., 2019). In other words, the researcher takes on an area

of study, and in the process of gathering data, the researcher allows theory to emerge from the

data collected. According to Glaser (1978), the researcher begins with an attitude of

openness, in order to ensure that “The emering of concepts never fails” (Glaser, 1978, p.44).

This attitude towards research along with ‘theoretical sampling’ are pillars in the grounded

theory methodology (Age, 2011). What is meant by ‘theoretical sampling’ is that throughout

the entirety of the research process, each new step is guided by the emerging theory (Glaser

& Strauss, 1967, p.45). This means that each research process is determined by the previous.

According to Glaser and Strauss (1967) this is continued until theoretical saturation is

reached, which they define as; “When a substantive theory has been satisfactorily developed”

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p.61).
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6.7.1.2. Charmaz (2006)

As mentioned above, Glaser and Strauss's (1967) version of grounded theory methodology

has evolved over time, as other researchers have interpreted and explored new sides of

grounded theory. One of the most commonly acknowledged versions of grounded theory

methodology is by Charmaz (2006); Constructing Grounded Theory: A Practical Guide

through Qualitative Analysis. Charmaz (2006) represents a new generation of grounded

theorists, as she builds on the fundamental core of grounded theory by introducing new

philosophical perspectives (Tie et al., 2019). Wherein Glaser and Strauss (1967) are rooted in

a positivist theoretical perspective, Charmaz (2006) presents a new genre of grounded theory

which introduced a focus on how researchers construct meaning in relation to the area of

inquiry (Tie et al., 2019, p.2). In other words, Charmaz (2006) is rooted in constructivism.

This furthermore explains why grounded theory today has distinct genres, wherein Glaser and

Strauss’s version (1967) is recognised as the traditional grounded theory. In line with this,

Charmaz’s (2006) version is recognised as a constructivist grounded theory (Tie et al., 2019).

In effect Glaser and Strauss’s traditional genre of grounded theory has been developed and

re-defined by a significant variety of new generations of researchers. The reason why

Charmaz (2006) is highlighted in this study is because of her arguments for recognizing the

researcher's involvement in theoretical sampling, within the coding process in particular. In

line with the constructivist roots Charmaz (2006) posits that coding in the research process is

the pivotal link between collecting and generating data (Tie et al., 2019). While we in this

research study adopt the traditional coding terminology from Glaser and Strauss (1967), there

are elements from Charmaz (2006) in terms of codes relating to actions, which we find

interesting to explore further. Upon mentioning traditional coding terminology, we refer to

Glaser and Strauss (1967) who use the terms; Open Coding, Selective Coding, and

Theoretical Coding to explain each of the three coding phases (Tie el al., 2019). These are

further integrated in the coding process and described in greater detail in our data analysis

section.

In grounded theory it is commonly understood that codes identify social processes,

physiological processes and actions, rather than identifying themes. The reason why we

highlight Charmaz (2006) is partly to illustrate the new generations in grounded theory and

underline the philosophical evolution. Furthermore, it is because of her emphasis on keeping
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actions as similar to data as possible (Charmaz, 2006). In other words, constructivist

grounded theory advocates embedding actions in the codes to represent broader concepts or

processes with the participants' verbatim quotes. This notion of focusing on actions in the

coding process in this digital transformation study is interesting because there is a determined

research scope which is focused on the steps and actions within the digital transformation of a

retail company. As such, the flexible fundament that is embedded in grounded theory, as

guidelines and methods, rather than methodological requirements is utilized as we rely on

Glaser and Strauss (1967) for the fundamental elements of grounded theory. Yet we are

inspired by the constructivist grounded theory genre (Charmaz, 2006) to explore findings

from theoretical sampling, within the research scope.

In addition to the new generation of grounded theory which Charmaz’s constructivist

grounded theory represents, Corbin and Strauss (1990) furthermore offer interpretations of

grounded theory. Corbin and Strauss (1990) show some of the first signs of grounded theory

interpretations. Key areas in which the difference between the original authors (Glaser and

Strauss, 1967) and this interpretation (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) is the emphasis on theory

emergence. While Glaser (1967) emphasizes the emergence of concepts, Corbin and Strauss

(1990) are more systematic in their approach. Moreover, they (Corbin & Strauss, 1990)

encourage the use of analytical tools, to ‘create’ or ‘construct’ a theory from the participant's

social realities (Age, 2011). As such, a level of problem solving pragmatism is introduced as

a characteristic in grounded theory. Other researchers have also emphasized the pragmatic

elements within Grounded theory (Glaser, 1998; Laudan, 1977; Jensen, 1995). The purpose

for this introduction of these philosophical discussions within grounded theory, is to position

grounded theory in this research study in philosophical paradigms of positivism,

constructivism, and pragmatism. In other words, we rely on analytical practices which are

rooted in these three philosophical paradigms. This is illustrated clearly in our coding process

(appendix 12) which will be elaborated on later in this research, as we adopt elements from

the paradigms to construct meaning from our collected data.

To summarize, the model (figure 1) below highlights the efforts we have made throughout

our analysis using grounded theory methods, as well as the consequent results.
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Figure 1: Process for Grounded Theory Analysis

6.8. Philosophical Underpinnings

6.8.1. Epistemology and Ontology

To further explore the mechanisms and tensions within the concept of digital transformation,

in the particular case of the Coop organization, it became apparent that there was a need for a

clear grasp on this research project’s philosophical underpinnings. This was necessary

because it would allow for greater understanding of research insights and knowledge that is

generated and presented, from an exploratory perspective. Johnson and Clark (2006) argue

that it is crucial for businesses and management researchers to be aware of their philosophical

commitments which they choose throughout their research strategy. They (Johnson & Clark,

2006) argue that this awareness is important because of the impact that a philosophical

approach has, not only on how we investigate, but on how we understand what we

investigate. This impact is also visible in the practical implications within the research.

Additionally, Saunders et al. (2009) presents the notion that the most significant influence

will be in the way a researcher views the relation between knowledge and the process of

which knowledge is constructed. As such, it became relevant to acknowledge the research

project’s philosophical position. Upon discussing research philosophy there are two dominant

ways of thinking; epistemology and ontology (Saunders et al., 2009).
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Ontology is fundamentally concerned with the nature of reality (Saunders et al., 2009). The

assumptions which we as researchers bring to the study, are questioned to further the

awareness in regards to commitment that is held to certain views. Moreover, the way the

world functions is likewise affected by the assumptions we held while conducting the study.

While ontology is concerned with the assumptions we make about reality and the notion of

being (Saunders et al., 2009), epistemology relates to what constitutes acceptable knowledge

(Saunders et al., 2009). In other words, epistemology concerns what researchers are willing to

accept as data and information, and therefore also as knowledge. Upon studying a certain

field of research it is imminent that the research is both affected by assumptions formed by

the researcher’s ontological and epistemological views on the world. Furthermore, the

applied research philosophy is correspondingly affected by the underlying ontological and

epistemological views (Saunders et al., 2009).

As mentioned above, Charmaz (2006) introduces a new generation of grounded theory with

roots in constructivism. Moreover, it is made clear that the traditional grounded theory

methodology (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) contains circular dependency characteristics between

theory and observations which are rooted in positivism.

For the purpose of understanding the interrelations between grounded theory and

epistemology and ontology, it is relevant to acknowledge the philosophical characteristics in

grounded theory methodology. The positivist characteristics that are especially prevalent in

grounded theory from an ontology perspective are understanding social realities based on

observable phenomena. This ontological stance of perspective serves as the reasoning behind

why we are able to generate and develop theoretical understanding based on our conducted

interviews and observations.

The epistemological perspective is based on the assumption of the researcher's willingness to

deem knowledge acceptable (Saunders et. al., 2009). Subsequently, the circular method for

validating knowledge which pillars grounded theory methodology constitutes as the

assumptions in which knowledge is acceptable in this research study.
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6.9. Research Approach

6.9.1. Abductive Approach

In this section we build on our research philosophy by outlining our research approach. In

relation to our research philosophy it became apparent to choose a research approach which

enabled methodologic abilities to explore theory and observed data in an exploratory manner.

As such the abductive research approach was chosen for this research study. The abductive

research approach is along with inductive and deductive the approaches to which researchers

can approach and design their research strategy (Saunders et al., 2009). The extent to which

you are certain about theory in the beginning of your research raises important questions

which ultimately determines your research approach.

The deductive approach entails developing a theory that then throughout the research process

is the subject to rigorous testing. In other words, using a deductive approach is the practice of

testing theory (Saunders et al., 2009). The search to explain relationships between variables is

a significant characteristic of deduction. The study of patterns in relation to the theory

hypothesis, allows the researcher to modify and test the hypothesis (Saunders et al., 2009).

Moreover, sampling a significant numerical size is imperative to the deductive approach, as a

generalisation is the ultimate aim in order to offer explanation to the hypothesis (Saunders et

al., 2009). Alternatively to deduction is induction. Inductive approach to research is the

practise of building theory (Saunders et al., 2009). Induction approaches theory from a

different perspective compared to deduction. The inductive approach is commonly smaller

scale than deductive studies, beauce the concern lies within the context (Saunders et al.,

2009). As such researchers conduct research and develop theory in an attempt to gain greater

understanding of the context, rather than explaining what is happening.

The two approaches, inductive and deductive are not each other's opposites, and should not

be viewed as such, as there are a number of similarities to be found between the two

(Gehman et al., 2018). However each of the approaches are limited in the distinct difference

that defines them (Saunders et al., 2009). Thus, abduction presents a third reasoning towards

the research approach. Langly (1999) describes a research cycle in which characteristics from
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deduction and induction both appear: “...Both deduction and induction are present in a kind

of cycle. The word for that is abduction” (Gehman et al., 2018, p. 297).

The abductive reasoning relies on having a starting point with some form of concept of

interest. Data related to this concept is then collected and evaluated. The research direction

now takes on another form, in that the data is examined and other angles that may present

themselves are taken into consideration. Moreover, the research process turns to literature and

theories (Langly, 1999). This process ensures that the research project only provides relevant

insights or advancements to existing knowledge. This understanding of what characteristics

are embedded within the abductive reasoning, is the reason why the abductive approach was

chosen as the primary research approach. This choice of research approach was made based

on the research project’s preliminary work, and in line with the assumptions and structure

embedded in the research philosophy. Digital transformation stood out as concepts of interest,

for a variety of reasons, one of them being the relevance of the concepts in organizational and

managerial research contexts. A case wherein implications were apparent became available

for further research. The complexity of the case motivated us to bring in empirical

investigations and insights, while consulting with theoretical accounts of previous literature.

In line with grounded theory we approach the research analysis by solving one implication,

and then go on to the next. This way a broader understanding is built from the complex

relations and tensions within the organization in relation to digital transformation.

6.10. Research Method

6.10.1. Qualitative

In line with the section above the qualitative research method was chosen because of the

exploratory purpose of this research project. Saunders et al. (2009) define qualitative as a

synonym for any data collection technique that generates non-numerical data. In other words,

the qualitative research methods are data collecting techniques such as interviews, or analysis

structures such as categorising data in effort to generate non-numerical data (Saunders et al.,

2009). In contrast to qualitative is a quantitative research method that is concerned with

numerical values and statistical analysis (Saunders et al., 2009). Choosing quantitative

methods would therefore result in far more calculable results, which in turn would not further

our ability to answer our research question. As mentioned beforehand in this dissertation, the

aim with this research project is to explore the complexities within the digital transformation
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journey in Coop. As such, qualitative methods ultimately furthers this study’s research scope

as it accounts for individual perspectives and understandings, upon working towards a greater

understanding of the implications related to digital transformation (Saunders et al., 2009)

6.10.2. Snowballing Method

Digital transformation as a phenomenon has, in the perspective of research attracted

significant attention during the last 10 years (Westermann et al., 2011). This clearly supports

the understanding that digital technologies and digital infrastructures enable new value

creation. However the emergence of these digital solutions have also introduced digital

implications. As such, the desire to understand these implications and new relations which

are introduced into organizations have heightened. As a result, the academic world has

progressively gained interest in the phenomenon (Nambisan et al., 2019). Therefore, the

snowballing method has been used in order to ensure an effective way of identifying relevant

literature. A systemic approach using well defined search strings has been applied, to firstly

gather an understanding of the general research field (Jalali & Wohlin, 2012). Accordingly,

the snowballing method was then used to identify additional relevant literature through the

various reference lists (Jalali & Wohlin, 2012). Within the snowballing method there are two

methodological approaches; backwards snowballing and forwards snowballing (Jalali &

Wohlin, 2012). Backwards snowballing refers to using the reference lists to further the search

strings, whereas forwards snowballing method refers to finding citations to the papers (Jalali

& Wohlin, 2012). Webster and Watson (2002) recommend that both backwards and forwards

snowballing should be applied to effectively achieve the best results. The literature or articles

found in this process was therefore reviewed for relevance and accuracy before moving

forwards with the search process. This systematic search process, ultimately, results in the

identification of relevant literature wherein there is a relatively consonance understanding of

the phenomenon (Webster & Watson, 2012).

6.11. Research Design

6.11.1. Primary Data Collection

Primary data is data collected with a specific research question or topic in mind (Hox &

Boeije, 2005). Qualitative semi-structured interviews have been conducted as a means of the
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primary data collection method. Within qualitative research one of the primary data collection

methods are interviews, as they allow for an in-depth analysis of a large amount of data in a

relatively small purposive sample (Hox & Boeije, 2005). The data collected through the

semi-structured interviews was specifically retrieved for this particular research study.

6.11.2. Semi-structured Interviews

As aforementioned the primary qualitative data collection has been obtained through

semi-structured interviews with relevant key people. The reasoning behind the choice of

semi-structured interviews as the primary source of data collection stems from the “Research

as Engagement” notion mentioned in Gioia et al., (2012). The research is engaging from both

a researcher and an interviewee perspective and allows for an in-depth research of both

real-time and retrospective experience and phenomena (Gioia et al., 2012).

The semi-structured interview approach was decided upon because it provides the

opportunity to both introduce topics of interest to answer our research question while also

discovering other topics that the interviewees might find relevant or interesting (Saunders et

al., 2009). As such, the interview guides have also been developed from a semi-structured

research perspective.

Two sets of interview guides were developed for either Coop employees or Lobyco

employees (Appendix 1, 2). The decision to develop two different interview guides was

based on the different social contexts in which the interviewees are situated. By considering

the social context, we furthermore ensured a familiar setting where the interviewees felt

comfortable sharing their knowledge and experience. Moreover, we kept in mind what type

of questions we believed interviewees from both Coop and Lobyco could answer, as well as

questions which were Coop or Lobyco specific. As such, some of the questions in the two

guides are similar, while some are different, because they serve different purposes. By asking

both similar and different questions to the interviewees, we were able to view the case from

many different perspectives by sampling and gathering purposeful data contributing to

answering this research project’s research question.

Prior to the interviews the interviewees received the interview guide as well as a consent

form in English, allowing us as researchers to record the interview and use their answers as a

part of our project, for the consent form refer to Appendix 3. By sending the interview guide
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in advance we allowed for the interviewees to reflect upon their answers, and to determine

whether they felt they could contribute to our research (Saunders et al., 2009). In some cases

we experienced that the interviewee was unsure of the value of their contributions. In these

cases the interview guide acted as a guideline which made the interviewees more confident in

their answers.

We conducted seven interviews with 8 different interviewees. The interviewees were chosen

based on their knowledge and involvement either directly or indirectly in the digital

transformation in Coop or the establishment of Lobyco as a subsidiary. The interview was

scheduled to last approximately 1 hour which would allow for us as researchers to get around

all questions in the interview guide as well as asking follow up questions, while also

answering any questions the interviewees might have.

Additionally to the seven semi-structured interviews we also conducted one unstructured

interview via phone with an external consultant in Coop. This particular interview was more

of a conversation with no predetermined questions from an interview guide in mind. It was

merely a social interaction between the researcher and the interviewee (Zhang & Wildemuth,

2009). The conversation was used to grasp the complex situation and behavior from an

external perspective on the digital transformation and tensions in Coop.

6.11.3. The Researcher’s Role in an Interview Situation

In the role as a researcher in an interview setting the Gioia et al. (2012) study impose that the

researchers main role is to: “Give an adequate account of the informant’s (interviewee’s)

experience” (Gioia et al., 2012, p. 17). To achieve this, it implies not presuming or imposing

an understanding of their experience using theories or prior constructs. We as researchers,

must therefore strive to represent the interviewees' sensemaking in an adequate way, to stay

true to the interviewee’s experience while also: “Meeting a scientific criterion of presenting

evidence systematically” (Gioia et al., 2012, p. 17). There are several risks imposed when we

as researchers are trying to stay close to the interviewee’s experience. A major risk is when

the researcher essentially adopts the interviewee’s opinions and as a result loses the

high-level perspective. To reduce this risk, we pay extraordinary attention to the two

interview guides. By asking all interviewees, no matter their title or hierarchical position, the

same questions, from either the Coop og the Lobyco interview guide, we ensure a holistic
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gathering of knowledgeable information on the same level. There was a predefined

knowledge towards the interviewee’s involvement in the digital transformation, however

most of the interviewee’s positions were first revealed to us in the first question in the

interview guide. By not having any predefined assumption about the individual interviewee’s

expertise, it prevented us from asking leading-the-witness questions such as “Wouldn’t you

agree that…” (Gioia et al., 2012, p. 19).

6.11.4. The Interviewee’s Role in an Interview Situation

Gioia et al., (2012) theorizes the interviewee’s role in an interview situation as

“knowledgeable agents” whose organizational reality is constructed and explained through

actions, intentions and thoughts (Gioia et. al., 2012). As such the assumptions about the

interviewees knowledge are shaped by the representation of the interviewee's “voice” in

reporting and research. Considering that all interviewees for this research have direct

professional relation to the digital transformation journey in Coop it is also important to take

this into account when analyzing and researching their statements and answers on the various

interview questions and topics.

To secure transparency between what is being researched and the interviewees, the

interviewees are promised anonymity as well as diplomacy and discretion (Gioia et al., 2012).

By creating a setting with a discrepancy and anonymity disclosure it was evident that the

interviewees felt more comfortable sharing what perhaps could be considered proprietary

information, as long as their best interest is considered and protected. As such, all

interviewees expressed a wish to remain anonymous throughout the research, consequently

they will be referred to using their title or position in Coop or Lobyco.

Due to restrictions caused by COVID-19, the interviews were conducted online via Microsoft

Teams. Even though it was not possible to conduct the interviews face-to-face, it was still

important to see the interviewees immediate reactions, facial expressions, gestures and the

like towards the interview questions. As such the interviews were conducted with video

allowing us to mimic a face-to-face interview setting. As aforementioned, the interview guide

was written and provided to the interviewees in English, however the interviews were

conducted in Danish. It was determined that the best and most qualified answers to our

research questions would be answered using the mother language of the interviewees. By
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limiting the language barrier the interviewees could freely reflect and build on their answers

in a language that was comfortable to them (Saunders et al., 2009).

6.11.5. Collaboration with Coop and Lobyco

In the process of collecting relevant empirical data we have collaborated with Coop and

Lobyco. The contact and agreement was established in Coop due to a prior research project,

in which we expressed the opportunity to collaborate again for this research project. Through

the initial contact we asked for guidance towards key persons that would also be helpful to

interview and as such gained access to the interviews conducted. From the initial contact we

were furthermore pointed towards an employee in Lobyco who agreed to be our main point

of contact. We also reached out to a contact, a former colleague to the Chief Commercial

Officer in Lobyco, who also agreed to participate in an interview. No other contracts than the

interview consent was signed by the interviewees and collaborating partners, however we

maintained good communication throughout. Thus, the research is inevitably influenced by

open collaboration as well as supervision, however the main findings are only influenced by

the researchers without further influence from Coop or Lobyco.

6.11.6. Introduction and Selection of Interviewees

Even though the selection of interviewees are based on recommendations from contacts

within the two case companies, it is also important to consider their relevance of inclusion.

Kvale & Brinkmann (2014) argue that especially information concerning the demographic

and professional background of the interviewees are relevant aspects when selecting

interviewees. It is further emphasized taking the hierarchical cultural implications into

consideration (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). As such, it was important for this study to

interview employees in various hierarchical positions in Coop and Lobyco. In the following

sections the interviewees will be introduced as well as the reasoning for inclusion to

participate in an interview.

6.11.6.1. Director in Coop Technology

This interviewee is a director and a part of the chief team in Coop Technology in Denmark

(Appendix 4). The director has been deeply involved in the digital transformation journey in
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Coop and has also been a key person in the development of what previously was called Coop

Digital and which later became what we now know as Lobyco. Moreover, the director has

been employed in Coop for more than 18 years, which makes his broad knowledge towards

the digital transformation process in Coop a valuable contribution to this project’s overall

purpose. The directors relevance in regards to this research is evident, because he as an

embedded part of the technological development in Coop have had hands on experience with

the digitalization in Coop and the divestment of Lobyco as a subsidiary. The contributions

from his more than 18 years of experience allowed for a thorough explanation of the journey

Coop as a company has been through the last 18 years, and especially since 2015 when the

digitalization became a part of Coop’s agenda.

6.11.6.2. Project Manager 1 in Coop

This interviewee is a Project Manager in Coop in the department for project management as

well as in Coop Technology (Appendix 5). The interviewee has previously participated in an

interview for a previous research project. She was aware of our interest in the subject and we

knew prior to the interview that she would be able to put forward valuable contributions as

well as a critical reflection towards the digital agenda in Coop. The project manager was

employed shortly after the digital transformation began in 2015, thus having been a part of

the transformation process almost from the beginning. She has worked on a variety of digital

projects and especially on the Coop app and Scan & Pay. When Lobyco got divested she

remained as an employee in Coop, while many of her close collaborating partners and

colleagues continued in similar positions in Lobyco. This interview provided us with valuable

information regarding how the digital agenda has changed in Coop before and after the

divestment of Lobyco. Having worked closely in and with Lobyco she was able to further

provide us with similarities and differences between Coop and Lobyco as well as providing a

critical reflection towards tensions as a result of the digital transformation in Coop.

6.11.6.3. Project Manager 2 in Coop

This interviewee is like the project manager 1 also a project manager in Coop, and was

likewise also employed shortly after the digital transformation began in 2015 (Appendix 6).

Project Manager 2 has unlike the other project managers interviewed expressed a tension

towards the digital agenda in Coop. He believes that Lobyco and the digital department
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undermine the importance of the operations and IT in Coop Technology. As such his point of

view assisted in gaining a thorough understanding from a perspective which is less positive

towards the overall digital transformation and agile working methods. In an incumbent firm

like Coop he emphasizes the importance of having a complete and trustworthy IT

infrastructure, and recognizes mainly what he explains as “The old infrastructure”.

6.11.6.4. Senior Project Manager in Coop

This interviewee is a senior project manager in Coop and has been a part of Coop Digital

before it became Lobyco (Appendix 7). The interviewee was initially hired in Coop in 2018

to implement an agile mindset and scrum in the organization. The contributions this

interviewee was able to bring forward was for us as researchers to understand and

comprehend the digital agile journey in Coop. How far have they come, and where are they

heading in the future? Furthermore she explained and unfolded how there is still

improvement potential in the agile working methods in Coop, whereas in Lobyco agility is

more mature. Additionally, she expressed a wish for more focus on a digital mindset in Coop

which she expresses to be discontinued after Lobyco was created. As such, the contributions

from this interview was to gain an understanding of the mechanisms and tensions in Coop

both before, during and after the divestment of Lobyco.

6.11.6.5. External Consultant in Coop

This interviewee is an external consultant in Coop and was in the role as project manager and

external consultant when the digital transformation journey began in 2015 (Appendix 8).

Specifically he was a project manager on the first version of the Coop app. We became aware

of this interviewee through project manager 2 in Coop, who expressed the potential of

interviewing from an external perspective. Being an external consultant the interviewee was

able to provide a more critical reflection towards how the project began and where he

determined Coop to be now in terms of digital maturity. In general the external consultant

was positive towards the digital journey while simultaneously arguing for the tensions which

have been evident throughout the journey. Furthermore he could provide an overarching

picture of how he as an external consultant views the processes and mechanisms in Coop and

provide feedback towards where he sees potential for further development of a digital

mindset in Coop.
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6.11.6.6. Chief Commercial Officer in Lobyco

This interviewee is the chief commercial officer in Lobyco (Appendix 9). He is responsible

for the business development and sales and has been a part of Lobyco since its establishment.

He is furthermore a former employee in Coop in the position as director for membership

programs and digital channels. He has therefore been deeply involved in the digital

transformation in Coop and has further transitioned into his new role in Lobyco. The

interview with the Chief Commercial Officer was one of the earliest of the interviews for this

research, it was therefore important to get to know how he experienced the whole

transformation process where Lobyco was created as a subsidiary. He furthermore also

assisted in pointing out other relevant key persons which could contribute to our research.

The interviewee’s position in the hierarchy also allowed us to deep dive into the thought

processes from a leadership point of view which contributed to a critical reflection of how to

lead an organizational transformation. On the other hand, it is also assumed that this

interviewee in general is more opportunistic towards the digital transformation journey and

where Lobyco is headed in the future.

6.11.6.7. Head of Products in Lobyco

This interviewee is head of Products in Lobyco and was our initial contact in Lobyco

(Appendix 10). Like the Chief Commercial Officer she has also been a part of Lobyco from

the beginning and was also employed in Coop before moving to the role of head of products

in Lobyco. As head of products the interviewee were able to share knowledge and experience

within strategy and strategic choices. And because of her experience from both Coop and

Lobyco she was able to share insights towards decision making processes as well as mapping

the digital journey in Coop. The interviewee expressed in the correspondence that she was

really busy which pointed us towards how the work environment is in Lobyco, and how this

newly established company manages to operate in the very early stages of its existence as a

subsidiary.

6.11.6.8. Product Owner and Digital Project Manager in Lobyco

This interview was held simultaneously with a Product Owner of the Coop app and a digital

project manager in Lobyco (Appendix 11). The project manager refers to the product owner

in the daily work and expresses a wish to co-participate in an interview. Both interviewees are
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former employees in Coop and have been a part of the project since its beginning.

Specifically for this interview we were able to gain further understanding of the technicalities

of the Coop app as they are a part of the team in Lobyco specifically working on developing

and maintaining the app.

6.11.7. Secondary Data Collection

Besides the primary data collection consisting of semi-structured interviews, we also employ

a variety of secondary data sources, even though the semi-structured interviews are

fundamentally the backbone of this research. Archival information, field research and

observation and the use of Coop.dk and Lobyco.com are all secondary data collection sources

used for this research. Moreover, both general and more detailed information about the two

companies have been used, from a variety of press articles which were deemed credible and

reliable for the research. These press articles include press reports from Børsen.dk,

Berlingske.dk and Finans.dk, which are all renowned and credible Danish press forums.

Moreover a web article by SAP Denmark is used to understand why Coop began their digital

journey and what their goal is. Furthermore the article provides a podcast interview with the

CIO in Coop (SAP News, 2019). In a report from NNIT.com we gain an understanding of the

entire journey and thought processes behind disrupting the former business model in Coop

into a new digital agenda. The press reports and web articles will furthermore be supported

by the primary data collection to ensure a qualitative connection between field research and

the situation in which Coop and Lobyco is located.

For the theoretical framework and empirical areas several academic journals and research

articles have been used, as well as books which we have thoroughly examined and assessed

on in the theoretical framework. Furthermore, we rely on the business strategy formulation in

Coop from 2018-2020 retrieved from Coop Forum as well as the business strategy from

2020-2024 about the future and visions for the digital agenda in Coop. In the table below is

listed an overview of all primary as well as secondary data sources used in this research.
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Table 6: Overview of Data Sources

Data Source Collected Materials

Semi-Structured Interviews 8 Interviews with:
1 Chief Commercial Officer
1 Director
1 Head of Products
3 Project Managers
1 Product Owner
1 Senior Project Manager

Unstructured interview 1 unstructured interview with:
1 external consultant

Research Articles 40 research articles about:
Data collection
Digital agility
Digital innovation
Digital transformation
Mechanisms
Methodology
Tensions
Theorizing
Qualitative methodology

Field Research From Coop.dk and Lobyco.com:
Business Strategy 2018-2020
Business Strategy 2020-2024
Company charts
Corporate History
Reports

Press Reports 7 press articles from leading Danish and international
newspapers:
Børsen.dk
Berlingske.dk
Computerworld.com
Finans.dk
NNIT.com
RIT.com
SAP.com

Academic Journals 19 academic journals about:
Digital agility
Digital transformation
Grounded theory
Paradox and tensions
Research methods
Retail
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Books 12 books about:
Data analysis
Grounded theory
Research processes
Theorizing

Web Articles and
Websites

9 web articles and websites about:
Amazon
Tesco
Consent forms
Digitalization of retail
Digital roadmaps
Program evaluation
Retail
Skunk works

6.12. Data Analysis

First of all, to prepare our primary data collection for analysis all the semi-structured

interviews were transcribed using the audio recordings from each interview. The transcribed

interviews were produced in a table with exact wording from the interviewees and from us as

interviewers, to ensure a correct factual accuracy (Saunders et al., 2009).

Gioia et al., (2012) argues that in order to enhance qualitative rigor the data collection must

be analyzed to later facilitate the data into a structural format. Specifically for this data

analysis the data collection will be categorized into 1st and 2nd order categories. Building

further on the notion of open coding from Strauss & Corbin (1998), the first step in the data

analysis is to code and discover categories in the very early stages of the research.

In the 1st step of data analysis many, often too many, relevant concepts and categories are

developed to make sense of the data collection (Gioia et al., 2012). Then relationships and

similarities are discovered between the categories reducing the number into a tangible

amount. The tangible amount is determined based on the interview saturation. The categories

are described and assigned codes using the adopted terminology from Glaser and Strauss

(1967).
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The 2nd step answers the question: “What is going on here?” (Gioia et al., 2012). The 2nd step

dive further into the theoretical frame and suggest if the discovered categories and themes are

helpful in explaining the phenomena which are to be explained in the research. After this part

of the data analysis we have a manageable amount of concepts in hand, which can be distilled

further into aggregated dimensions (Gioia et al., 2012). The below coding description shows

the process from raw data to the themes and phenomena which will be used when conducting

the analysis, essentially the key components in a rigorous qualitative research.

Within the deception above of our data analysis structure, the circular validating method of

Grounded theory is illustrated. Enabling that a theoretical frame and previous literature on the

2nd step which ensures that the concepts distilled into aggregated dimensions are relevant to

research further. Moreover, the analytical tools, known from the pragmatic philosophical

paradigm of Grounded theory, is evident in the utilization of systematic coding. Furthermore,

this structure facilitates a process of approaching the data in an exploratory manner, while

there is still a scoped focus on relevant implications within Coop’s digital transformation

journey.

By creating the above structure, the data collection is viewed from a theoretical perspective

and not just a methodological perspective, which allows us to both realize if our findings

have precedents in reality as well as if we have discovered new aspects or concepts. In the

data analysis step we apply a certain amount of semi-ignorance towards the literature to

reduce any hypothesis biases (Gioia et al., 2012). Consequently in the following step after the

data analysis begins to deep dive into the literature, which also emphasizes the abductive

research approach.

6.12.1. Coding

We began the coding process by conducting a sentence-by-sentence analysis. In practice this

means that we assigned concepts to text fragments from the interview transcriptions.

Moreover, as part of the first step in open coding, we continuously compared the text

fragments to each other, in order to identify initial similarities (Corbin and Strauss, 1990).

The codes we developed from this initial process were checked to identify any duplicates and

furthermore reviewed. Codes with rare occurrences or elements unrelated to the scope of this
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research project were identified in this reviewing process. As such, data from the text

fragments was roughly derived from the transcriptions, to remove clutters of information. As

the last part of the first step, we look at codes with semantic similarities and, if possible,

merge them. In the next step of our coding process, selective coding (Glaser and Strauss,

1967), the relationship between codes are grouped to form sub categories, categories. The

process builds the foundation for further theoretical coding. This is done by systematically

following contexts and relationships relevant to the scope of the research project. Moreover,

actions were used as a coding paradigm to further emphasize actions relating to codes.

Furthermore, to better understand the relationships which have motivated the actions relating

to the codes. Upon finalizing this step in our coding process, we had formed 120 codes. In

the final step, we work from the notion to have core categories to encompass conceptually

similar categories. Ultimately the identified core categories are then abstracted as core

concepts in the research project. The core categories are identified and unified, in this

research project to 9 core categories (Appendix 12). The core categories are derived from the

categories and reflect the relationships and complexities which are embedded in the study’s

central phenomenon. Moreover, this continued analysis of data allows emerging theory to be

evident which furthermore develops the theoretical saturation with the research scope.

Ultimately, in our coding model we generated 23 sub categories and 9 core categories. To

illustrate our coding process in practice; text fragments such as “I have met more men with

leather vests and pipes in Coop IT, than I have in Digital. There is a hardcore cultural

difference.” (External Consultant) was categorized in the concept of embedded cultural

differences, and identified to be within the sub-category tensions in organizational culture

which is embedded in the core category tensions (See coding model, appendix 12).

6.13. Biases

Throughout the data collection process we have become aware of several biases which have

shaped and influenced this research. There is both a bias presented from the researchers’ and

the interviewees’ point of view towards the case and towards Coop and Lobyco. In

terminology bias is defined as: “Any trend or deviation from the truth in data collection, data

analysis, interpretation and publication which can cause false conclusions” (Simundic, 2013,
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p. 12). It is therefore necessary to identify and consider potential biases and address them as

introducing biases in the research are considered immoral (Simundic, 2013).

6.13.1. Researchers’ Bias

We as researchers are also exposed to bias, especially due to previous research on the topic of

digital transformation in Coop. As such, this research is also affected by our predetermined

opinions towards the two organizations from previous interviews. As previously mentioned

we have interviewed the project manager in Coop for a previous research as well as for this

research, and it was therefore inevitable that for the particular interview a bias would be

present. Both because we, as researchers, had predetermined knowledge towards her

contributions, and because she, as an interviewee, already knew what our research is about. In

addition, Coop is known nationwide and is one of the largest retailers in Denmark which also

influences our opinion towards the company. Lobyco on the other hand, is a newly

established company which is not as commonly known nationwide yet, and therefore the bias

present here is less evident. The bias has most likely shaped the research and data collection,

however we strive to remain as objective and as neutral as possible when accessing and

analyzing the data. As a result hereof, the thesis is shaped by the bias while also being

scientifically developed and supported.

6.13.2. Interviewees’ Bias

By choosing interviewees who are employed in Coop or Lobyco, their internal knowledge is

also assumed to present an organizational bias in their interview answers. In general it was

clear that especially the employees in Lobyco were very opportunistic and positive towards

the digital journey: “We do not think that there is any other competitor on the market that are

as standardized and have as much domain knowledge in retail as we have while also having

the breadth and scalability that we have” (Chief Commercial Officer, A6). This might be a

result of the company being newly established and therefore an overall positive attitude

towards the future of the company. The employees in Coop on the other hand, were far more

skeptical and hesitant about the digital journey because of an overall organizational concern

(Project Manager 1; Project Manager 2; Senior Project Manager; External Consultant).
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Furthermore, there is also a limitation and bias presented in the hierarchical position among

the interviewees. It is highly likely that both the Chief Commercial Officer in Lobyco and the

Director in Coop Technology, who are both in management positions, will mention and talk

about the digital transformation process in more positive terms, than someone who is not in a

management position. Lastly, due to the interviewees all being deeply involved in the digital

transformation process and the creation of Lobyco as a subsidiary, there is also a bias present

in their knowledge towards the digital agenda. We therefore conclude that the research is

affected by an overall positive attitude towards the digital transformation process in Coop. In

an attempt to remain objective towards this bias, the interviewees have been selected in an

iterative process based on their expertise and involvement in the digital transformation

process, and it was deemed important to interview those whose knowledge towards the

subject was the most extensive. All interviewees have agreed to be contacted throughout the

research, should we have any follow up questions or additional information, which will be

included in this research.

7. Chapter 4: Analysis

Based on the theoretical framework and theoretical choices as well as our methodological

philosophy and choices hereof, we have now come to this research project’s analysis. The

analysis will unfold the backbone of this project, namely the analysis of Coop’s specific

digital transformation journey towards answering this project’s research question and sub

research questions. First we will map the digital transformation journey in Coop. Then we

will identify the tensions internally in the organization as well as mechanisms which Coop

have utilized through the past five years on their digital journey. Finally, we will in coherence

with showing our findings present a conceptual framework, where we will combine tensions

and mechanisms into an internal digital transformation process, not only useful to Coop but

to organizations at large.

7.1. Roadmap to Digital Transformation

In the following sections the five building blocks of digital transformation, as presented in

Mayor (2019) will be applied to the case. By analyzing the five building blocks (Mayor,

2019) in relation to the digital transformation journey in Coop, we will identify the
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mechanisms Coop have utilized on their digital transformation journey in regards to

technology platforms and organizational capabilities. As such the five building blocks will

create a roadmap for understanding the digital transformation journey in Coop and what

mechanisms they have utilized these past five years being on a digital journey towards digital

agility. While simultaneously also assisting in understanding how to tackle the digital

transformation journey in terms of securing an operational backbone and generating valuable

customer insights, to being able to create personalized digital offerings and being accountable

for anchoring digital transformation in the organization.

As we have mentioned in the theoretical framework about Mayor’s (2019) five building

blocks framework, the two building blocks; operational backbone and shared customer

Insights are considered the most important mechanisms to begin a digital transformation

journey. Therefore, we have likewise illustrated the importance of the two, by placing them

on top of the three other building blocks; digital platform, accountability framework and

external developer platform (Mayor, 2019) in the model (figure 2) below.

Figure 2: Five Building Blocks (Mayor, 2019)

7.1.1. Operational Backbone

Along the digital transformation journey in Coop, they have taken several steps towards

ensuring efficiency and transparency of their operations and transactions by combining

processes, integrated systems and data in the organization (Mayor, 2019). To achieve

operational excellence in Coop there are both several steps in the beginning of the digital

journey and towards the end, which needs to be conveyed and analyzed to grasp the overall

foundation on which the digital transformation is built.
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In order to succeed with the company wide organizational changes the digital transformation

would put forward, Coop had in 2015 come to the realization that the department responsible

for IT and operations of back-end Coop Technology was heavily outdated and in need of a

serious makeover: “Their membership database is from the 1980’s. They really have some

extremely old IT” (External Consultant, A2). The old IT infrastructure could simply not

support the massive changes and would not provide a solid foundation to build the digital

transformation upon. To realize the potential Coop hired five external consultants from

Greener Pastures: “The objective was to build two things: we should build a new back-end

and then we should build the app” (External Consultant, A1).

The result of the app was an ecosystem, which became very apparent to us during the

interviews for this research project, as the ecosystem was mentioned by many of the

interviewees:

“So we saw an opportunity in creating an inspiring ecosystem, which could create a good

digital relation to the customers” (Chief Commercial Officer, A4).

“What makes it unique is the ecosystem, so everything is integrated” (Chief Commercial

Officer, A7).

“On the broadspectrum of our ecosystem, which should be seen as LEGO blocks which can

be configured as needed, that is really the strength” (Product Owner & Digital Project

Manager, A6).

Therefore it is also evident that the ecosystem is what makes up the operational backbone in

terms of ensuring efficiency of operations (Mayor, 2019). And the external consultant team

was the initial driver for creating the ecosystem. Since then the development has been taken

in house (Product Owner & Digital Project Manager).

In regards to creating transparency of operations and transactions in the operational

backbone, Coop took the development of the ecosystem in house. They firstly created a new

digital department called Coop Digital, which was separated on The Farm as an independent

digital unit driving the digital transformation forward. Soon the interest for the software Coop

developed sparked and it became apparent that Coop could actually sell the software to other

retailers as well. But in order to create transparency in the business processes, it was decided
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to create Coop Digital as an independent company and the result thereof was the creation of

Lobyco: “Usually it is a good idea, to keep the mother company somewhat clean in terms of

what they do. Coop would hardly do very well, if they are both a retail and a software

company” (Director, A4). And furthermore the chief commercial officer explains that: “Since

we now deliver the digital ecosystem to other retailers, it just makes more sense to create an

independent company” (Chief Commercial Officer, A5). So it is extremely important to be

able to separate the business processes into retail and software, and to be able to identify the

best possible foundation to anchor the digital transformation.

It is evident that Coop has taken several steps towards ensuring both efficiency and

transparency and as such has created a solid operational backbone for the digital

transformation.

7.1.2. Shared Customer Insights

In order to accumulate knowledge about the customers, in this case Coop’s 1,8 million

members and users of the Coop app, Coop must adequately understand the customer’s pains

and gains and how to accommodate these (Mayor, 2019). As this step in the five building

blocks also requires a lot of testing in order to generate organizational knowledge towards the

customers, it is also in this step that we investigate the beginners mistakes which inevitably

occur in the beginning of the development of every digital transformation.

In the beginning of the app development there were several beginner's mistakes, which Coop

needed to readjust to, in order to continuously evolve and build on the digital offerings

(Mayor, 2019). During the interviews it was clear that Coop had taken several steps towards

reducing the beginners mistakes: “My guess is that when you launch an app there will always

be some beginners mistakes. So to keep the momentum and interest to counteract this, we

created games” (Senior Project Manager, A5). As such, one way in which Coop has

continued to create new digital offerings to the customers is through gamification on the app.

When asking the interviewees what feature on the app they deemed to be generating the most

value to the customers, the answer was pretty straight forward:

“By saying if you download the app and play the game you can win a Coca Cola we are

automatically getting closer to our end-user” (Chief Commercial Officer, A8).
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“It may seem quite cliché but games, even though they are so conventional, have had a

tremendous effect” (Director, A6).

“We can clearly see what brings value to the customers, and there is a reason why we have

these weekly games, it is really something people care about” (Product Owner & Digital

Project Manager, A6).

The reason why the use of gamification is not only bringing value to the customers, but to

Coop as well, is because of the reaction chain the games trigger; once the customer wins a

Coca Cola, they will have to pick it up in store, and when they are already in one of Coop’s

stores, they will most likely also purchase other goods (Chief Commercial Officer).

Coop has definitely created a digital touch point to the customers, and has to a greater extent

created a direct digital communication channel to the customers through the Coop app. It is

therefore also important that Coop on a continuous basis listens to feedback from the

customers, to increase the focus on who is actually using the app, and what the benefits are:

“The more customers we get, the more things we learn about the customer’s pain points and

their go-to’s” (Product Owner & Digital Project Manager, A7). When asking the interviewees

how they increase the focus on the customer’s needs, it was especially apparent that Coop

wanted to learn from feedback, and that the feedback especially was helpful in terms of

understanding how the app is used: “We get continuous feedback in the form of data, as well

as low practicality customer inquiries and app reviews, where we get an insight in to how the

product is used and what the biggest pains is” (Head of Products, A9). By listening to the

customer feedback Coop is also able to create closer customer loyalty, which is essential in

terms of customer retention.

7.1.3. Digital Platform

In order to adjust and personalize digital components according to the customer’s needs as

assessed above, there must be a certain degree of scalability, where the infrastructure and

technology can be assembled accordingly (Mayor, 2019).

In terms of personalization Coop is with the app definitely at the forefront when it comes to

personalized content. In a larger analysis of what the customers need in terms of realizing the
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potential of the membership and co-owner principle of the cooperation which constitutes

Coop, the following points were deemed the most important in creating a personalized

experience:

1) The app should be simple and tangible to use, taking stance in a KISS principle:

“Through many years in this industry we have used the term KISS: Keep It Simple

Stupid - it should be easy to access (...) and as a starting point you should be able to

find everything you need on the first page” (Senior Project Manager, A6).

2) Based on buying habits, the customers should get personalized offerings and

recommendations: “You get a feed which is personalized to you. You have

personalized offers, so it becomes a loyalty ecosystem” (Chief Commercial Officer,

A7).

3) Instead of points the customers collect every time they shop in Coop’s stores, the

customers should instead collect bonus in the form of money which they can use

anytime they desire: “Instead of giving people points, which no one could ever really

grasp how much was worth, then we wanted to give the customers the experience of

getting a bonus every time they shop in our stores, to create an instant gratification”

(Chief Commercial Officer, A4).

All of the above points are built on a scalable infrastructure, which can be assembled

according to the customers’ different needs which can be viewed as LEGO bricks of digital

components and digital offerings (Product Owner and Digital Project Manager). And

moreover, by creating the scalability in terms of personalization Coop has also succeeded in

sustaining more customer loyalty, which has also been moved over into Lobyco, who now

drives the app even further: “There is a bunch of loyalty programs out there, but no one has

as much domain knowledge as we do, or someone who has run this for the past five years”

(Chief Commercial Officer, A6). In terms of domain knowledge, the chief commercial officer

is referring to the knowledge obtained as a retailer, selling the app software to other retailers.

7.1.4. Accountability Framework

Once the technical components are in place, it is just as important to have clearly defined

ownership and coordination towards managing the constant development of digital offerings

(Mayor, 2019). Thus having motivated teams with agency of making decisions are important

when creating an innovative and quick decision making process (Mayor, 2019).
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The process of taking ownership of the app development has not been straightforward. In the

beginning as described earlier the development was outsourced to external consultants.

Hereafter the development was moved in-house when Coop Digital was developed, as an

innovative decision making department, ultimately creating Lobyco and taking full control of

the development.

When Coop Digital was created they were: “Placed 500 meters from Coop headquarters (...)

and the idea was that we should have free rein to make crazy things” (Head of Products, A9),

it was with the idea of creating an atmosphere where ideas should be quickly generated and

executed. Much differently from Coop Technology, which was more seen as: “Men with

pipes and leather vests” (External Consultant, A3). And by that definition the external

consultant implies the hardcore cultural difference between Coop Technology and Coop

Digital. As such the part of ownership which Coop Technology used to be accountable for,

was moved to Coop Digital.

The whole aspect about creating an organizational unit with a motivated team working

towards taking ownership and coordination of the app, is not a new phenomenon. Both the

head of products (A5) and the external consultant mentioned in the interviews, that Coop has

been inspired by other huge Danish and international market players such as Danske Bank

and Novo Nordisk: “I think their role model is someone like Novo Nordisk, who have likewise

spun off their IT and made it into an independent company” (External Consultant, A7).

And when realizing the potential to sell the app software to other retailers, it was even more

important to have a core app development team who could: “Take all the good things from

the Danish Coop app and transform it into a more generic white label solution which could

also be used by other customers” (Product Owner & Digital Project Manager, A1). As such

the above analysis forms a picture of clearly defined motivated teams who take ownership of

the app development, and who in a speedy manner can transform the digital offerings.
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7.1.5. External Developer Platform

Lastly in the building block framework it is important to have collaborative partners who can

deliver end-to-end solutions to customers in coherence with Coop (Mayor, 2019).

There is a paradox in this part of the framework as Mayor (2019) argues that this specific

building block should not be started too soon, and should actually come after the other four

building blocks. However, the first step Coop took towards digital transformation was to

outsource the digital platform development to external consultants. However, we argue that

besides the external consultants, it is actually Coop Digital and later Lobyco, who are Coop's

collaborative partners in delivering end-to-end solutions to customers. Therefore we also

argue that Coop in fact has taken the right steps, towards ensuring the efficiency of the last

building block. When Coop decided to spin off a part of their organization it was actually not

the vision to create an entire new company but simply to have an organizational unit in

charge of the platform development: “In 2014, 2015 and 2016 there were many large

organizations who had what is called Skunkworks, which is about creating an independent

unit. Danske Bank did it for example after the success with Mobilepay” (External Consultant,

A2). Skunkwork projects are small groups formed to create radical innovation in a company

(Lockheedmartin.com). However, what Coop could not predict was how big a success the

first product Coop Digital created in collaboration with the external consultants would be -

the Coop app. So ultimately Coop ended up with a significant interest for their app, which led

to Coop creating Lobyco as a subsidiary 100% owned by Coop. Lobyco is therefore

identified as the external development platform provider, even though it was not the strategy

at first in Coop: “The original strategy was to create a digital department, who could push

new products to the headquarters and let them operate while they create new products etc. So

they should be a small innovative muscle, but they have later moved away from that, and I

understand why” (External Consultant, A2). We therefore argue that what began as an

internal developer platform actually ended up being an external developer platform much in

line with the roadmap to digital transformation Mayor (2019) suggests with the five building

block framework.

Now that the digital transformation journey in Coop has been analyzed using the five

building block framework by Mayor (2019), it is also relevant to bring forward the aspect
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regarding the five building blocks serving as a roadmap to digital transformation in Coop.

When utilizing the digital roadmap which the building blocks provide, Coop will be able to

accelerate in terms of innovation. A digital roadmap such as the five building blocks provide

a cohesive planning tool for Coop and will help the organization with communicating about

the digital transformation, clarifying objectives both internally to the employees and

externally to the end-users, as well as mitigating risk and tensions (Enginess, 2019).

7.1.6. Concluding Thoughts on The Five Building Block Mechanisms

The above analysis of the five building blocks constitutes the mechanisms of the digital

transformation journey in Coop. The observable events analyzed underpin the relationship

between digital technologies and infrastructures explaining the mechanisms which Coop has

utilized during the digital transformation process from securing an operational backbone to

establishing Lobyco as an external platform provider. The mechanisms as analyzed above

further supports our ambition to further understand the digital transformation journey in

Coop, and constitutes a digital roadmap to the digital transformation in Coop. which building

blocks have especially been at the core of Coop’s digital transformation journey.

The five building blocks furthermore constitute a roadmap for the digital transformation in

Coop, allowing us to understand and grasp the mechanisms which have played a particularly

important role in the digital transformation journey in Coop. To further test the analytical

findings, it is important to understand the mechanisms analyzed in comparison to our

definition of digital transformation: the implementation of new digital technologies to replace

non-digital business processes and value propositions resulting in a transformation of the

overall business strategy. Since the mechanisms explain the causal relationships in the digital

transformation process in Coop, it is also the mechanisms which explains how the Coop app,

when implemented in 2016 transformed the entire business process and value proposition in

the organization. The Coop app replaced all previous non-digital business processes which

resulted in an overall transformation of the business strategy. And ultimately Coop embarked

on a journey of changing the business strategy from being a traditional retailer, to becoming a

software provider: “It began as quite a dream, just think if Coop could be a platform provider

and a software company instead of working with groceries as the main value proposition”

(Head of Products, A5).
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However, here it is crucial to distinguish between Coop and Lobyco, because now that

Lobyco is driving the digital transformation forward, where does it leave Coop and did the

digital transformation end in Coop when they established Lobyco? We will investigate and

account for this notion later in this thesis.

As with any other organizational transformation, and especially one like a digital

transformation, transforming the entire business is far from a straightforward process, and we

definitely see the potential to further the digital transformation journey in Coop. To further

explore the mechanisms and tensions within the concept of digital transformation, in the

particular case of the Coop organization we will in the following analysis present the

analytical findings in regards to the tensions observed and identified during Coop’s digital

transformation journey.

7.2. Navigating Paradoxical Tensions

We found from our empirical data that theoretical patterns emerged by presenting

mechanisms of the digital transformation. A process which has presented complex and

paradoxical tensions to the Coop organization. For the purpose of understanding the

mechanisms which have driven Coop’s digital transformation, we further argue for the

relevance of understanding the tensions as well as underlying tensions which have been and

still are a part of Coop’s digital transformation. In this following section a paradoxical

perspective is applied to the case and utilized to analyse contradictory organizational

tensions.

As a result of a continuous research process of theoretical sampling we found that

paradoxical tensions most frequently appeard in the 3 of our core data analysis coding

categories. Thus, these three will be in focus for the purpose of further focusing on the scope

of this analysis. The core categories which are analysed through a paradoxical lens are; Old

vs. New Organization, Organizational Change, and Identity (Appendix 12).

Furthermore the section presented below, aims to address and answer our first sub-RQ; Which

tensions occurred internally as a result of the digital transformation in Coop?. To build

understanding, in order to ultimately answer our primary research question.
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7.2.1. Old vs. New Organization

Throughout Coop’s digital transformation several new digital oriented decisions have been

implemented. Through the 5 years long digital journey, parts of the organization have worked

intensely on implementing and integrating new digital infrastructures and systems, as well as

digital mindsets. While it is embedded in the phenomenon of digital transformation that the

digital journey is cross organizational and relevant for the entirety of the organization, it

becomes clear that in Coop’s case this involved contradictory organizational evolution.

With their digital transformation, Coop faces new digital opportunities and in many ways the

organization and it’s employees face completely new strategic territory. However, while these

new ventures present a number of new opportunities, the organization is faced with the

paradoxical context that retail stores' primary business is to provide groceries to customers.

Coop and retail organizations similar to Coop have built their business on the notion to

provide customers with groceries in a local environment. Thus, the process and structures

within a retail organization must balance the advancement of new digital technologies while

simultaneously prioritizing the business areas which support the local retail stores (Smith and

Lewis, 2011). While there are capabilities such as efficiency and flexibility to gain in local

retail stores as a result of the digital transformation, the daily routine of the stores must

function all throughout the digital transformation. As such employees within these business

areas are consequently not as exposed to the digital agenda, compared to employees driving

the digital transformation. Smith and Lewis (2011) argue that more than being contradictory,

paradoxes in organizational environments are also characterized by their ability to persist

over time. As such, it becomes clear that the paradox between new and old in Coop, is not an

issue which is conditioned to be resolved, rather it is a consequence of strategic decisions

which the organization must learn to balance.

In an organizational environment paradoxes may persist over time, and become ingrained

into the organization. In some cases in a way in which their ability to manage both “worlds”

of the organization, may have potential to become a competitive advantage through internal

structures. However, this is not an easy paradox to navigate and as it relates to most of the

organization in a dividing matter, it becomes clear that tensions are inevitable throughout this
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process. In order to navigate and approach these tensions, it is necessary to identify them and

distinguish between them.

As it has been established beforehand, a digital transformation involves the entirety of the

organization, as such departments which have different work paces and processes are forced

to unify around the motivation towards a common strategic goal. This reality in conjunction

with Coop’s paradoxical organizational environment which is described above, reveals

obvious tensions towards the speed of change and the differentiating implementation paces.

“We started an agile community. There was an agile coach, but after the organizational

changes, there was no longer a place for him in the organization, because there is no longer

focus on it (agility). No one is there where they can see the actual value of making all of Coop

completely agile, and that is probably also because so many changes are happening” (Senior

project manager, A17).

“It is very slow, and that has probably always been the problem for the digital department,

from the beginning” (Project manager 1, A14).

Through our interviews it became clear that there were different opinions on how fast and

slow things were going (Senior project manager, A17; Project manager 1, A14). As it is

highlighted in the statements above, some employees are under the impression that too many

things are happening too fast and at once. While others believe that the entire digital

transformation process, whose main drivers are the digital department Coop Digital, are

moving too slow, and have been too slow throughout the entire transformation process. What

is interesting to notice in these statements is that they are not directed towards the retail stores

and the daily structures and processes in the service employees of the organization. Rather

these statements expose a clear tension which has risen between the established IT

department Coop Technology and the new digital department, Coop Digital. While the

organization at large must face navigating new digital technologies and infrastructures in a

traditional retail business, the tension closest related to the digital transformation through a

paradoxical perspective is between the old and new IT worlds.

“I experience a lot of tensions surrounding the established IT operations, what I call; the old

and the new world” (Project manager 2, A8).
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To understand these tensions, we take a deeper look into the core of the tension and try to

understand what the underlying tension is. Coop is an organization which has been developed

through a number of business stages for over 150 year (Our History, Coop.dk). As such, we

know that the organization has experienced changes previously, and have succeeded in

navigating them, as they are one of the Danish market leaders today (Finans.dk, 2018).

However, from this knowledge of the organization's history, we can also assume that they

have established and carried a certain sense of how things are done, through the years. A skill

set of how to do things and how they should be approached and prioritized. Because,

although Coop has seen change through the years, none have arguably been more radical than

the last decades advancements in digital technologies. In Coop’s case this has been

materialized in the fact that a digital unit was established and prioritized, to handle the work

behind the new digital technologies. This has in a quite definite matter divided the

departments involved in IT and digital solutions “There are two games; there is the big

industrial game, where we run supply of goods, and cash registers and so on, and then there

is the marketing, payment and offers through the app.” (Director, A2). As such, the two have

obvious differences, furthermore taking into account that the digital department that is

mentioned here, is what now has been transformed into Lobyco. The obvious differences in

structures and processes are in several ways justified by the argument to balance this

paradoxical environment of maintaining local in-store hardware and software, and advancing

Coop’s digital services. Despite this justification, tensions still arise from the collaborative

work between the two business areas. As such, we can assume that these tensions are

triggered by underlying tensions which are established in a paradoxical organizational

environment.

“I have actually been involved in trying to tie the two worlds together, because it is no secret

that when you press on a personal offer in the app, it doesn't just magically also work on the

cash register in the store. Things need to be thinking together.” (Director, A2).

The collaboration between “the old and new world” is inevitable, and ultimately advances

and serves both “worlds'', so why do tensions build? We argue that there is a normative

underlying tension between the established IT operations and the digitally oriented Lobyco.

There is a strong sense of being the technological backbone of the organization throughout

Coop Technology. Moreover, it seems that a characteristic behavior which reappears in a

number of the tenions identified, is a sense of undermining the digital technologies and
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digital employees’ abilities: “And when the first version came out it was like "Look what

we've done!" where i’m here thinking; Yes it's fine, but it only worked in one store, but

otherwise it did not work at all when it had to be scaled up.” (Project manager, A2). As such

there is a sense of looking for normative behaviours in Coop Technology, which is in direct

contrast to the innovative agenda which Coop Digital, now Lobyco, is working towards.

Literature in the research field supports the notion that normative tensions are common

within a digital transformation (Smith & Lewis, 2011; Moschko et al., 2020). A way to

understand this better may lay in the ability to understand that within the established part of

the organization there is a certain level of fear of being replaced. As such there is referred to

“the way things have always been done” (Senior Project Manager, A8) as an argument to

maintain relevance in times where focus is directed towards new innovative digital

technologies. Within their (Smith & Lewis, 2011) paradox type framework, Learning is

described to embody the “Effort to adjust to innovation and changes(…) upon destroying the

past to create the future” (Smith & Lewis, 2011, p. 383). Applying Smith and Lewis’s (2011)

catalog of 4 paradox types, we are able to further support the argument as to why normative

tensions have been identified.

Behavioral patterns such as these are what turns into mechanisms which make an

organization’s digital transformation process into what it is (Smith & Lewis, 2011).

Accepting this reality also implies that organizations can break these behavioral patterns and

work towards lowering these fears and insecurities that both the new and old organization

embody. This will result in mechanisms which in turn address these tensions within the

digital transformation process and furthermore enable acceptance of the paradoxical

environment. In Coop’s case, we were able to identify development in the normative tensions

to not be related to any specific resolution strategies being implemented, but rather a level of

acceptance of differences, over time. This acceptance over time assumption attributes

paradoxical tensions' ability to persist over time (Smith & Lewis, 2011) as an argument for

minimizing normative tensions. Within Coop, the years wherein Coop Technology and Coop

Digital have had to collaborate, have inevitably lessened the normative tensions which sprung

from the paradox between old and new organizations. Consequently, we are able to make the

assumption that these normative tensions may be reinforced by the 2020 introduction of

Lobyco as a subsidiary owned by Coop. However, in line with our findings regarding
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collaboration over a certain time period’s ability to diminish normative tensions, it can be

assumed that Coop Technology and Lobyco may experience the same pattern of adjustment.

7.2.2. Organizational Change

Change is a certain part of organizations, as strategic decisions continuously evolve and adapt

to market demand and stakeholder interests. Bringing digital transformation upon an

organization, change is often multiplied and accelerated simultaneously. Meaning that change

is happening throughout the organization and not just in one department or team. The speed

of change is likewise accelerated in an attempt to manage factors such as cost and brand.

These factors are in and of themself relevant to the change pushed by the digital

transformation agenda, however in an attempt to stay within the scope of the research project,

these factors will not be analysed further. The tensions which arise during organizational

change will on the other hand be identified and analysed throughout the following section. In

Coop’s case we look to the organization's experience primarily with a broader lens of

understanding. In practise this means that we found that at large throughout the organization

patterns of tensions related to organizational change emerged from our empirical findings.

We found that the outroll of Coop’s digital transformation has gone hand in hand with the

launch of the Coop app. As such, the app launch as well as continuous app feature launches

have served as representation of the digital agenda for the entire organization of Coop.

“(About the digital transformation) It has been more of an ongoing transition and not a big

bang. It is after all an app which has evolved continuously.” (Project Manager 2, A7).

We found that the external acceleration of digital technologies has moved at a faster speed of

change than the internal adoption of digital technologies or digital mindsets (Project Manager

2; External Consultant, A3). Consequently the internal changes related to the digital

transformation seem to have been initiated as a result of the success of the Coop app, as such,

much of the digital transformation has been regulated to the evolution of the app. In other

words, the Coop app has in many ways been the materialization of Coop’s digital

transformation. This has helped to push innovation, digital technologies, and digital

infractures on to the organization. However, as a result of this relationship between the

development of the app and it’s features, and the organization’s internal digital transformation

tensiones have been built.
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To further the argument as to why tensions rooted in organizational change have been

affected by this relationship, we look to Nambisan et al. (2019). It is argued that digital

technologies have broadened the implications related to value creation. Furthermore,

applying the key theme of generativity, is relevant as it describes digital technologies’

capability to create unprompted change (Nambisan et al., 2019). In Coop’s case, the digital

technologies behind the Coop app triggered unprompted change throughout the organization.

Meaning that departments which did not necessarily have daily or direct work tasks related to

the development of the app, still had to adopt a digital mindset.

“So I would say that the app has contributed to creating change, also in Coop Technology”

(External Consultant, A3).

We argue that this process of change, which was regulated by the development of the app, has

built tensions towards this organizational change. Furthermore, we argue that it is an

underlying cognitive tension which has helped create these tensions towards change. We

argue this because we found that the employees working closely with the app and the

employees which did not, had different mindsets and expectations for the changes which the

digital transformation would bring. While innovation and creativity was expected from the

digital transformation process by the digital employees, structure and efficiency were the

expectations we found patterns of, from the additional organization.

“It has been driven by a lot of great and creative ideas, but the thing that has been missing is

how it could properly be developed, with the right processes and the right methods” (Project

Manager 1, A15).

“If I can take it back a bit, I think that what is happening now (with streamlining internal

processes) should have happened 2-3 years ago” (Project Manager 2, A11).

As such, it is clear that the creative flexibility created which has surrounded Coop Digital in

their development process of the Coop app introduced a new mindset to Coop. The

underlying cognitive tensions which the organization has experienced are therefore a result of

the misalignment of expectations, and absence of management of change in paradoxical

tensions. Moschko et al. (2020) argues for the importance of the assignment which managers
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hold, in a process of change initiated by digital innovation. Managers who fail to perceive

these tensions rooted in organizational change, are expected to have a less successful path to

innovation (Moschko et al., 2020). Applied to Coop’s case this supports our assumption that

the tensions which have built throughout the organizational change should have and could

have been managed to a larger degree.

“In the future I think that there has to be a cultural change from top management, because

there is a need for this to be a mutual company project, making this change” (Senior project

manager, A17).

Consequently, due to the digital transformation being attached to the success of the Coop app,

the organization faces the challenge to align expectations. The expectations towards Coop’s

digital transformation, the expectations towards Lobyco and the new dynamic they bring, and

furthermore the expectations for digital technologies to change abilities. It has become clear

that because the tensions are rooted in underlying cognitive tensions, alignment of

expectations will depend on the organization's ability to introduce a digital mindset

throughout. It can be assumed that based on the emerging theme of generative (Nambisan et

al., 2019), advancing the digital mindset of employees, will enable the acceptance of digital

technologies and further promote the digital transformation. Thus, making the digital

transformation internally focused and not regulating it based on app feature launches.

7.2.3. Identity

Lastly, Identity emerged as a core concept in our theoretical sampling process, of our

empirical data. Because of the recent strategic decision to create Lobyco, a subsidiary owned

by Coop, identity is the most recent paradoxical tension which has been introduced to Coop.

To fully understand the paradox created and the tensions built, we look further into the

reasoning behind the separation as well as the expectations towards the outcome of this

change. Moreover, the relationship that is being created between Coop and Lobyco, are

driven by different realities. Therefore, we will in this section further investigate the two

companies and the tensions they experience, as well as the tensions created by the new

relationship they are forced to build. In order to make sense of the new nuances which have

been introduced, it is relevant to look at the relationship prior to the change. The Coop Digital
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team who together with marketing have had the role of driving the innovation of the app and

it’s features: “It is probably also the reason why the app was created at all, was because it

was driven by marketing. They had the mentality: “It can easily be done”” (Director, A11).

As such, the Coop Digital department quickly gained the reputation of having a lot of

flexibility, and creative freedom. Moreover, they were expected to innovate and advance, and

not to focus on budget, integrations or practicalities, as other departments would ensure this.

However, this creative freedom has not always been translated into other departments, and

when Coop digital was faced with integration, tensions arose.

“Until about a year ago, Lobyco was run by marketing, and marketing is good at coming up

with ideas, but bad with math and integrations.” (Project Manager 2, A4).

“So there are a lot of things that we previously have skipped. When Lobyco was still a part of

Coop, we did not spend a lot of time on the less sexy things, because we would rather make

spend time on the fun tings.” (Project Manager 1, A15).

As such it becomes clear that while Lobyco was still a part of Coop, a paradoxical tension

emerged from the notion of wanting Coop Digital to push innovation as fast and creatively as

possible. However, in order for these digital innovations to be integrated into the other levels

of the organization, there had to be a certain level of hand-over management in place. For this

reason, we argue that Coop’s paradoxical identity tension is rooted in an underlying resource

tension.

Now that Lobyco has been created and detached from the core organization of Coop, this

relationship has changed. Thus, the paradoxical tension has changed its nature and new

circumstances have been introduced. To gain greater understanding of the new complexities

which have been introduced with the creation of Lobyco, we look further into the tensions

within each company. It is important to remember that because Lobyco is so recently created,

most of the employees come from Coop (CCO; Head of Products; Product Owner; Digital

Manager). This means that the majority of the company has previous relationships with

colleagues in Coop. This furthermore means that the notion of being the creative and

experimenting unit is rooted in many of the employees. As such, Lobyco now faces the

challenge of creating their new identity. An identity which in its nature is a part of the Coop
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enterprise, but which is also an international software company which aims to compete with

other software industry giants.

“We are in the process of making our own What, Why, and How, our own values, rules of

conduct, and leadership values, as well as all of these other things” (CCO, A14).

“I think that management is trying to Lobyco-fy us” (Digital Manager, A12).

In this process of finding their foothold and establishing a new identity, Lobyco must also

face the reality which other parts of Coop have previously managed for them. As such,

Lobyco is becoming a business with focus on operations and growth.

“Lobyco has grown a lot in terms of what it previously were. When you are outsourced in a

way, you figure out that there is some sense to bureaucracy” (Project Manager, A15).

As such, it appears that the tensions that have been built in Lobyco since its creation, are not

rooted in value creation, or the motivation to become international and diverse from Coop.

The tensions seem to emerge from the new challenge of managing bureaucratic processes and

professionalising the delivery process. Upon this particular stage, which is still quite early in

their evolution, Smith and Lewis’ (2011) categorization framework for tensions becomes

relevant to utilize. From the main four categories Learning, Organization, Belonging, and

Performing, the combination of Learning and Organizing can be applied to Lobyco’s

circumstances to understand why tensions build. The interrelation between Learning and

Organizing describes that tensions can build from organizational effort to create stability and

routine. In this process, focus is on efficiency, while also gaining agile and flexible outcomes

(Smith & Lewis, 2011). In Lobyco’s case they have extensive experience with focusing on

gaining agile and flexible outcomes. However, efficiency is an aspect which the company

must learn how to excel in, at the same rate of their creativity. Moreover, organizing, which

involves collective actions, is argued to be most successful, when individuals identify with

the goal of these collective actions (Smith & Lewis, 2011). As such, we argue that in order

for Lobyco to manage tensions which arise during this professionalization of workmethods,

Lobyco’s own values and core priorities must be clear for all employees. This will moreover

ensure that new employees who come into Lobyco and who have never had a relationship

with Coop, are able to identify with Lobyco and its purpose.
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Upon identifying tensions which have been built within Lobyco, as they take on this new

experience. It is relevant to look deeper into the Coop organization that is left behind after

this separation. While paradoxical tensions may have been triggered by the digital department

Lobyco previously were and other areas of Coop, it also triggered other aspects. Such as

innovation, and an open mindedness towards digitality. While others who remain in Coop

have taken it upon themselves to maintain this innovative open mindedness, Lobyco’s

employees were a driving force for these aspects. As such, Coop has to navigate how this

new collaboration between Lobyco will pan out. Moreover, Coop faces the challenge of

maintaining the digital momentum which Lobyco has created, and uses it to push the digital

transformation further internally.

“It has been in focus, because the department which is now the subsidiary Lobyco, has since

2015 when it was introduced to Coop, had the purpose to revolutionize digitally. This purpose

has influenced us quite a lot. This is not an agenda which has been adopted likewise in Coop

Technology, there you have had other agendas” (Head of Products, A14).

Based on the identity tensions identified in both Lobyco, concerned with structural matters,

and in Coop, concerned with continuing the focus of prioritizing the digital transformation,

we furthermore argue that underlying resource tensions are the cause. Prioritizing resources

implies the organization’s focus, and can furthermore be an expression of a common

motivation. How both Coop and Lobyco choose to structure and prioritize their resources will

affect how the companies navigate potential tensions and moreover from their future

collaborative efforts.

7.2.4. Concluding Thoughts on Tensions

To summarize, through an in-depth analysis of our empirical data and the theoretical patterns

which emerged, we have found the tensions which occurred internally as a result of the

digital transformation in Coop. This research project proposes the relevance of paradoxical

tensions, as we found that this dimension contributed with extended knowledge regarding the

tensions which occur during a digital transformation. By adopting a paradoxical perspective,

we were able to find the underlying tensions which have affected Coop’s digital

transformation thus far. In line with theoretical grounding in grounded theory, we were able

to derive theoretical sampling from our empirical data. As a result, we found the connection

between our core categories; Old vs. New Organization, Organizational Change, and Identity
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(Appendix 12) which emerged from our coding scheme and were able to relate them to the

underlying tensions; normative, cognitive and resource tensions. We found that these three

underlying tensions, normative, cognitive and resource, were able to offer further

understanding of the tensions, and to why they occurred during a digital transformation. As

indicated before, adopting paradoxical tensions are interrelated and often dependent on each

other to exist. Consequently, we propose, based on our previous analysis of tensions, that

tensions which occur during digital transformations should not be viewed as solvable

problems. Rather, organizations, like Coop, must use the tensions which occur to understand

their underlying tensions. Thus, revealing the insecurities, misalignment, or

miscommunication which is causing the tensions and work to manage these elements.

Understanding the employee emotions which are evoked by the digital transformation can be

a way for organizations to enable both sides of paradoxical tensions to be justified.

Furthermore, this calls for managers and top management to be attentive of the tensions

which arise during a digital transformation. We propose the argument of this importance, with

the notion that succeeding in managing paradoxical tensions, can accelerate a digital

transformation. However, neglecting the underlying tensions evoked during a digital

transformation can not only slow down a digital transformation process, but may also result

in an internal separation of organizational goals.

7.3. Case Findings

For the purpose of introducing new dimensions to the analytical exploration of Coop's digital

transformation it becomes relevant to clarify the findings which we have made throughout

our analysis thus far. Applying Mayor’s (2019) five building blocks to Coop’s case, we

gained greater understanding of the different stages of mechanisms which have formed

Coop’s digital transformation. As such, we use these insights to further examine key events

which continuously resulted in outcomes which supported the notion of driving the digital

transformation journey. Thus, the following sections dive deeper into the findings regarding

mechanisms from applying the five building blocks (Mayor, 2019). As indicated, shared

customer insights and digital platform are primarily used to gain understanding of contextual

conditions. Thus, in this following section we purposefully only zoom in on the three

building blocks which we previously argued to be internally relevant; operational backbone,

accountability framework, and external developer platform.
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7.3.1. Findings Regarding Operational Backbone

Here we identify the mechanism elements which present themselves through the operational

backbone building block. As such, we are later able to define and analyse the mechanisms'

explanatory powers. With the operational backbone, we were able to initially determine that

Coop’s case of digital transformation did actualize in the structure presented in the five

building blocks framework Mayor’s (2019). In other words, we found that Coop upon

initiating a digital transformation assessed their ability to achieve operational excellence. As

it has previously been highlighted, Coop took certain steps towards digital transformation at

the early stages of the process which revealed a need for organizational change. Coop’s IT

department, Coop Technology, and their back-end infrastructure was not digitally mature

enough to be able to support the new digital technologies and digital infrastructures which the

Coop app introduced. Turning to external powers Coop was, through the use of external

consultants, able to build a digital foundation for their new digital solutions which were all

connected to an ecosystem platform. As such, Coop introduced new digital technologies as

well as new ways of approaching business areas.

In practice this meant that Coop’s digital transformation process was initially pushed forth

because they were able to build a solid foundation. A foundation by which they established

an organizational space to introduce new services and products which would improve and

increase precious products and services through efficiency and transparency. In other words,

we found that through practical implementations of ideas which had a focus on innovation

ensured that Coop’s digital transformation was initiated and escalated throughout the

organization.

7.3.2 Findings Regarding Accountability Framework

In line with above we here focus on identifying mechanism characteristics which are in the

accountability framework. Another key event which we have identified as central to driving

the digital transformation process forward in Coop is developing a targeted organizational

unit, whose purpose is to cultivate digitality. We found that establishing the organizational

unit Coop Digital meant that the organization took complete control of the development of

the app and the integrations of back-end infrastructure. As such, ownership and

accountability was introduced to the digital transformation process. As a result of this we
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found that the designated unit was highly motivated. Furthermore, we observed a pattern on

an individual level which indicated that the employees involved in Coop Digital took

responsibility for promoting digitality to the rest of the organization. Ultimately, we found

that this embedded a start-up-like mentality into the Coop digital unit, which meant that the

digital transformation was no longer driven completely by top management, but also from a

bottom-up perspective.

7.3.3. Findings Regarding External Developer Platform

As indicated we focus on identifying mechanism characteristics which are in the external

developer platform in this brief section. We have previously discussed the paradoxical

element which the external developer platform stage brought to creating an overview of

Coop’s digital transformation. However, as we have agreed beforehand, we found that Coop

was in line with the Mayor’s (2019) five building blocks. We found that the continuous

advancements of the organization through the years post the 2015 starting point, ultimately

led Coop to grow their business further. Throughout the years of digital transformation the

dedicated team and people involved had grown significantly. Moreover, we found a

consistent answer to why creating the subsidiary Lobyco made sense, to be related to

development cost and growth abilities. The need for a next step to a success which Coop

never anticipated the scale of, is key in Coop’s continued digital transformation.

7.4. Mechanisms Leading Up to Conceptual Framework

Based on the case findings above, we argue that Coop’s digital transformation up to this point

has been characterized by three digital transformation mechanisms. The contextual conditions

of moving forward with the digital transformation and the app at the time of 2015,

consequently meant that competitors were not rapidly pushing towards digitally. As such,

Coop gained the advantage of having time to gain experience when they were able to learn a

lot. While we recognize that these conditions are important to the level of success which

digital transformation has achieved, we found that three mechanisms were ultimately drivers

for Coop’s digital transformation. Consequently, we have identified and analysed the

mechanisms, in order to now define and assess their explanatory abilities. In line with

Henfridsson and Bygstad’s (2013) approach to defining mechanisms of digital infrastructure,

we define three main mechanisms which embody our empirical findings. The three digital
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transformation mechanisms which we have found to be drivers for Coop’s digital

transformation are: innovation mechanism, ownership mechanism, and growth mechanism.

7.4.1. Innovation Mechanism

Through the statements from our interviewees, it is evident that the idea behind the app,

which spawned into Coop’s digital transformation, presented the organization with a new

element of optimism. By presenting the new ideas to the organization in such early stages, a

space for inspiration and exploration was cultivated. The opportunities in which the app

represented expanded business areas beyond what had been previously intended for Coop.

Moreover, we argue that seeking out external consultants initially, resulted in a certainty in

the digital foundation which became the starting point of the digital transformation.

The process of seeking capabilities externally, further supports the notion that not only were

new digital technologies being introduced to Coop, but so were new ways of working.

Furthermore, as mentioned before, the new digital technologies could not initially be

supported by the established back-end infrastructure. Which in turn revealed a pattern of

outdated systems which not only came to represent technical limitations, but also limitations

in the organizational culture (Project Manager 1, A6). We found that the innovation

mechanism was a driver for digital transformation for the reason that a creative approach

towards the opportunities the app represented fostered a generative process. The new digital

technologies and digital approach towards the development of systems embodied an

innovative process towards the potential of Coop’s digital transformation. We attribute this

digital transformation mechanism as innovative mechanisms, because we define it as a

process whereby a revision of resources results in new services or products created by newly

introduced digital technologies or digital infrastructures.

7.4.2. Ownership Mechanism

Additionally, from introducing innovation with new digital technologies and new approaches

towards efficiency and transparency, we found the Ownership mechanism to be a key driver

for Coop’s digital transformation. Having the digital foundation built by external software

developers and consultants was, looking back at the process, a part of what ensured Coop a

solid starting point for system development. However, because these innovative ideas came
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primarily from top management, as well as externally, it was crucial for the success of the

digital transformation, that employees within Coop took control and ownership.

By creating Coop Digital, Coop pushed the notion that this digital agenda was something

which was now an integrated part of the organization. The organizational unit dedicated

towards bringing system development in-house, were faced with a quite purposeful and

transformative task.

“It has been in focus, because the department which is now the subsidiary Lobyco, has since

2015 when it was introduced to Coop, had the purpose to revolutionize digitally.” (Head of

Products, A14).

We found that this sense of ownership of not only developing new digital solutions, but

ownership of revolutionizing digitality in Coop, was mentioned by a number of employees

who were a part of Coop Digital and are now in Lobyco (CCO; Head of Products; Product

Owner; Digital Manager). As such we argue that a sense of ownership was established among

dedicated employees upon bringing software development and control of digital

infrastructure in-house. This likewise presented a notion of accountability, in terms of the

level of success of the in-house development and integration. From these patterns of

accountability and ownership, it becomes clear that a common motivation towards the

success of the Coop app, furthers the entire digital transformation. As such, the ownership

mechanism is found to be a digital transformation mechanism defined as: a process in which

individuals in teams or organizations at large align expectations and share motivation

towards a common success. Thus increasing the efficiency and likelihood of success, through

accountability.

7.4.3. Growth Mechanism

Lastly, we turn to the last of our three digital transformation mechanisms which have

characterized Coop’s digital transformation process; growth mechanisms.

We found growth mechanisms to be a driving digital transformation mechanism because we

found multiple mechanisms of growth throughout Coop’s digital transformation thus far, as

well as the growth potential which lies before them. It has previously been presented that the
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team dedicated to the digital advancement in Coop, has grown substantially since the

beginning of the digital journey “It is pretty crazy to think that we were 4 when we made the

first version. Today there are 70 people who are concerned with the app” (External

Consultant, A1). While this substantial growth was not expected in the beginning of the

digital transformation, Coop has welcomed it. In more recent events, we argue that because

Lobyco is still 100% owned by Coop, it’s creation ultimately is a main driver for digital

transformation in the future for Coop. However, because of the shifting dynamic, caused by

digital front figures being in Lobyco, the digital transformation in the core organization will

be challenged. We discuss this problem further in our discussion.

We present this argument because we found that the decision to move digital resources from

the core Coop organization to be its own company in itself, to be highly strategically

motivated. Throughout the last 5+ years of digital transformation, the Coop app has been at

the center of it all. Moreover, the team behind that app, have not only developed skill sets

which resemble those of a software company, the start-up mentality, initially motivated by the

innovative mechanism, has grown. We found that while many of the first years and app

versions were flawfilled, and immature, the app has now reached a maturity level of

significance. There was almost unanimous agreement that the success of the app can be

attributed to the experiences granted by the many flaws in the beginning (Senior Project

manager; Director; CCO; Head of Products; Product Owner; Digital Manager). As such, the

organization has already seen the results of growing. It can be assumed that experiencing the

results of moving the development in-house and allocating resources to it, are part of the

reasoning behind creating Lobyco.

Allocating resources and growing into new business areas are what is at the frontier of

Lobyco. Moreover, we argue that this distinction between the organization's digital

transformation and the development of the Coop app, will improve the digital transformation

process. We argue this because it further pushes Coop to promote the digital agenda, in

organizational units which are not directly related to the app. We are able to observe this in a

minor dose already, as Coop prepares for a major SAP integration (Project manager 1; Senior

Project Manager), with the purpose of improving the internal user experience. Ultimately we

define growth mechanisms as digital transformation mechanisms as it continues to drive

digital transformation throughout the organization. Thus, we define growth mechanisms as a

process by which a digital transformation pushes organizations to strategically expand by
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seeking new stakeholders, or new markets. Table 7 below summarizes the definitions which

have been generated from our examination and analysis of mechanisms driving digital

transformation. Presented below, is an in-depth analysis of tensions, wherein these

conceptualized definitions are used to analyse how tensions and mechanisms interact in

digital transformation. Moreover, these definitions are used to further analyse mechanismes,

tension resolving abilities.

Table 7: Mechanisms driving digital transformation

Mechanism Definition

Innovation A process wherein a revision of resources results in new services or

products created by newly introduced digital technologies or digital

infrastructures.

Ownership A process in which individuals in teams or organizations at large

align expectations and share motivation towards a common success.

Thus increasing the efficiency and likelihood of success, through

accountability.

Growth A process by which a digital transformation pushes organizations to

strategically expand by seeking new stakeholders, or new markets.

Upon identifying and examining the three mechanisms which have characterized Coop’s

digital transformation, our next step is to introduce a new dimension of tensions. We believe

that the connection between the digital transformation mechanisms and tensions are highly

relevant to study. In the following section we attempt to further the academic discourse by

introducing the dimension of how tensions are related to drivers of digital transformation.

7.5. Tensions Leading Up to Conceptual Framework

Through our data analysis we found normative, cognitive and resource tensions as underlying

tensions of the paradoxical tensions which Coop experienced in the digital transformation

process. Upon examining the building block framework which enabled us to examine the
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explanatory characteristics of our three driving mechanisms, we found relational elements to

tensions.

We found that these building blocks represent a particular timestamp of change throughout

the digital transformation process. As such they are inevitably linked and regenerative to each

other. Moreover, we found that the tensions we identified and highlighted as major

underlying tensions throughout the digital transformation process, appeared in the dimensions

between the digital transformation building blocks. Thus, we structure our framework

following the dimensions of tensions which we have identified in our data analysis.

7.6. Conceptual Framework for Digital Transformation Mechanisms

and Tensions

As a result of our findings throughout our empirical analysis first on the mechanisms of

digital transformation, and afterwards the identification of underlying normative, cognitive

and resource tensions in Coop, we will in the following sections present a framework useful

to organizations when managing a digital transformation.

We argue that in research and academic literature about digital transformation there was

lacking a common understanding and framework for how organizations going through a

digital transformation can manage internal paradoxical tensions. Internal tensions that will

inevitably occur as a result of large organizational transformations as a digital transformation.

As the structure of the analysis so far has unfolded, we have accounted for the building block

mechanisms creating the roadmap for digital transformation in Coop, and we have also

accounted for, and identified the tensions which have shaped both the digital transformation

journey in Coop as well as the organization in general.

In the model (figure 3) below, we therefore present a new framework combining the

theoretical foundation of building blocks, with the digital transformation mechanisms and

with the previously identified underlying tensions; normative, cognitive, and resource

tensions.
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Figure 3: Conceptual Framework for Digital Transformation Mechanisms and Tensions

Our next step is to focus our attention completely on the internal environment during a digital

transformation. To do so, we have created a conceptual framework to illustrate the

relationships between mechanisms and why tensions arise. Moreover, the conceptual

framework furthers the understanding of drivers which improve digital transformation.

The main contribution from the framework is to offer Coop a roadmap to how they internally

can manage and understand the tensions in their digital transformation process. However, we

argue that even though this framework takes a stance in the digital transformation in Coop,

other organizations going through a similar digital transformation can also benefit from the

framework. When acknowledging and raising awareness towards the tensions and underlying

tensions which occur during a transformation, we also wish to focus a part of the research to

identify the relationship and significance between paradoxical tensions and digital

transformation mechanisms.
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While the shared customer insights and digital platform mechanisms are crucial to the digital

transformation process we deliberately separate them from the framework as the framework’s

scope and motivation is to contribute to the internal management of paradoxical tensions in a

digital transformation process. We therefore theoretically disregard the aspects of the building

blocks where the focus is external and customer centric in an attempt to stay within the

research scope.

In the effort to illustrate driving digital transformation mechanisms, we created a conceptual

framework by adding new dimensions to the Mayor’s (2019) five building blocks. Through

our data analysis we found that the building blocks, while originally used in a step like

manner, created ground between them wherein our identified tensions and underlying

tensions arose. In this next section we present our findings which motivated the formation of

our conceptual framework, as well as the conceptual potential which is embedded in the

framework.

7.6.1. Operational Backbone and External Developer Platform Dimension

As indicated above Coop actively worked

towards improving their operational

backbone upon initiating the digital

transformation process. Bringing

innovation and creativity to the

organization, in an initial attempt to

achieve the full potential of the Coop app.

Moreover, the organization is now in a

place 5+ years later where the control and

innovation they wanted to foster has

bloomed. Consequently, the organization

now deems themselves digitally mature

enough to once again take the Coop app

development out of the core organization. This time however, it is in the form of a subsidiary

whose purpose is to have an international growth perspective. Moreover, the culture which

has been cultivated by a need for innovation, and through internal growth has introduced

tensions. Through our data analysis of our coding scheme (Appendix 12), we identified new
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vs. old organization as a core category. By applying this knowledge we are now able to make

concluding assumptions as to why the normative tensions underlying the new vs. old category

arose. The relationship between the innovation mechanisms and the growth mechanisms is

regenerative. Meaning that they continuously enable each other. As such, between the two

enabling each other, tensions build. The innovative mechanism pushed digital transformation

upon the organization, and as it escalated and grew more significant, the paradoxical tension

of the new vs. old organization arose. The underlying normative tensions built because of a

push back against the changes which innovative mechanisms bring. However, we furthermore

argue that the growth mechanism has the abilities to manage and perhaps resolve these

tenisons. We argue this because of what we were able to observe with the Coop case. When

innovation mechanisms drive digital transformation, organizations must at some point,

acknowledge the outcomes of this, and then grow and allocate resources. This ensures a level

of intention behind innovative efforts, and furthermore supports the reasoning for growth.

7.6.2. External Developer Platform and Accountability Framework Dimension

As accounted for, growth

mechanisms have the ability to

resolve underlying normative

tensions. However, the

relationship between

dimensions varies when related

to different digital

transformation mechanisms.

Looking further into the external developer platform and accountability framework we found

that underlying resource tensions arise. In Coop’s case it is especially interesting to look into

this underlying resource tension, because a bigger question of identity becomes relevant. The

employees within the organizational unit which enjoyed many perks of being highly

prioritized in terms of resources, are now facing new and exciting ventures. However, as we

found through our analysis Lobyco now has to adapt to bureaucratic structures and

procedures which beforehand has been taken care of by other organizational units in Coop.

Moreover, the collaboration between the employees who stayed in Coop and those who are

now in Lobyco will be challenged. Lobyco is on a mission to expand and grow
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internationally. This means that they will have to learn how to balance their resources

towards Coop. Ensuring that they do not over -or under prioritize them.

Cultivating a similar sense of ownership which was created by creating the organizational

unit Coop digital could ensure that employees in Coop rose to the challenge of championing

the digital agenda in Coop, now that it’s previous front figures are in Lobyco. This would

define the roles and responsibilities in both Coop and Lobyco. Moreover, one could assume

that it would bring the collaborating employees to be able to better align expectations. As

such, we are able to identify ownership mechanisms as not only a continuous driver for

digital transformation. We furthermore propose its ability to cultivate a sense of motivation

towards a common goal, thus providing tools to manage paradoxical resource tensions.

7.6.3. Accountability Framework and Operational Backbone Dimension

Lastly, is the dimension between

accountability framework and operational

backbone, by which a new relationship

between mechanisms and tensions is

presented. We found that contextually

between the two building blocks,

organizational change appears. Upon

introducing innovative initiatives, Coop

faced inevitable organizational changes.

Ownership mechanism and innovation

mechanism are in many ways interrelated

in the case of Coop. Innovative

mechanimes drove to establish a digital

foundation, which soon after was brought back into Coop by ownership mechanisms. As such

there are two perspectives which are relevant to apply to the underlying cognitive tensions

within this dimension. The perspective of those who were involved and directly affected by

the innovation mechanisms and the ownership mechanisms and those who weren’t. It must be

assumed that the employees who became part of Coop digital, and experienced a sense of

motivation to revolutionize digitality in Coop, did not initiate the rising tensions. However, it
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is not unlikely that those not presented with a sense of ownership or relation towards the

innovative ideas and motivated digital cause, did not feel a connection with the digital

transformation mechanisms and thus the digital transformation at all. Going back to

embedding a sense of ownership or at least motivation towards the outcome of the digital

transformation, is what we argue will in Coop’s path forward ensure successful digital

transformation throughout the entirety of the organization.

Presented below in the table below, an overview of the relationships between the elements

within the framework is given. Thus, highlighting how each mechanismes is connected to the

underlying tensions we have found, as well as the core category which was identified in our

coding scheme, and lastly it’s connection to the three internally focused building blocks from

the five building block (Mayor, 2019) framework.

Table 2: Overview of Relationships Between the Elements Within the Framework

Building Block Dimension Core Category

Derived from

Data

Underlying

Tensions

Mechanisms

Operational backbone ←→

External developer platform

Old vs. new

Organization

Normative Tensions Innovation

External developer platform ←→

Accountability framework

Identity Resource Tensions Growth

Accountability framework ←→

Operational backbone

Organizational

change

Cognitive Tensions Ownership
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7.6.4. Concluding Thoughts on Conceptual Framework

To summarize the purpose of our insights and the insights generated, it is relevant to highlight

the conceptual abilities presented. Through building an understanding of Coop’s tensions and

underlying tensions in the previous sections, we were able to apply them to three of the five

building blocks (Mayor, 2019), which form the theoretical foundation for our framework.

Moreover, we found, through an in-depth analysis of the three building blocks, that the

driving mechanisms behind digital transformation in Coop emerged. As such, we were able

to dive into the digital transformation mechanisms which we found to be; innovation,

ownership, and growth.

By understanding these digital transformation mechanisms, insights as to why and how

mechanimes are able to drive a digital transformation in an organization were generated.

Furthermore, in an attempt to generate relevant research contributions, we applied the

tensions which had emerged in our empirical data to the mechanisms we had found in our

analysis. Consequently, a pattern emerged and was identified to be related to the dimensions

which existed between the relevant building blocks. Herein, we found an environment was

created wherein underlying tensions were able to arise. Moreover, the identified digital

transformation mechanisms were applied to the building block dimensions. Here we found

that the mechanisms driving digital transformation in an organization have resolving abilities.

The digital transformation mechanism's ability to resolve and manage tensions, offers

justification to the formation of this framework.

Upon application to an organization, the framework offers a roadmap to understanding the

tensions which arise between the five building blocks. An understanding of these

environments furthers the understanding of which mechanisms enable and drive digital

transformation forward. Moreover, it offers capabilities to identify and understand

paradoxical tensions, and underlying tensions which arise specifically during digital

transformation. Lastly, these insights of elements which play into a digital transformation are

through the utilization of the framework able to offer understanding of how they are related

and consequently how the digital transformation mechanisms are able to resolve or manage

the paradoxical tensions, underlying tensions.
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8. Chapter 5: Discussion

Based on the above analysis, certain aspects of Coop’s digital transformation journey must be

discussed in order to achieve an in-depth understanding of some of the choices and actions

made along the journey. In the following sections we will firstly discuss the relevance of our

conceptual framework and model (figure 3). Followed by a discussion about the

measurement of success; digital agility. After the discussion of whether or not Coop has

achieved digital agility we will dive into the top management in Coop, and how they have

counteracted especially the tensions towards the digital transformation, as well as pinpointing

where top management could have furthered their efforts. Lastly, we discuss our research

methods and to which extent they enabled us to answer our research question.

8.1. Relevance of Conceptual Framework

After having analyzed and applied our developed conceptual framework and model (figure 3)

for mechanisms and tensions in Coop’s digital transformation journey we also want to discuss

the relevance of the framework and model (figure 3).

We argue that the tensions identified in the case of Coop’s digital transformation journey is

not only applicable to Coop but to organization’s in general going through a similar digital

transformation. We argue so, because it is evident that tensions in organizational change, the

becoming of a new organization and phasing out the old as well as tensions in regards to

organizational identity are by no means new phenomenons to academic research at large.

A quick search on google scholar shows that organizational change alone has more than 3,7

million results on literature and research available on the topic. It is therefore evident to us,

that in terms of experiencing similar tensions in relation to organizational identity, new vs.

old organization and organizational identity, many organizations will encounter these when

going through a digital transformation. As such, what we are trying to highlight with our

research is the need for tying these very commonly researched phenomenons to digital

transformation. In order to assist organizations in being able to understand and manage

tensions arising in a digital transformation process and ultimately resulting in achieving

sustained digital agility.
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By combining tensions into the digital transformation framework and building a model, we

also evidently show that the mechanisms, even though analyzed to the Coop case, also are

applicable to other organizations.

It was important to us to develop a specific framework, which is of course useful for Coop as

our case organization, while also realizing its potential for society at large. However, since

the observed events and derived tensions and mechanisms have shown us a clear picture of a

generic issue that would be helpful for other organizations to be aware of as well. Coop is

most likely not the only organization going through a digital transformation nor are they the

only organization experiencing tensions in regards to organizational change, new vs. old

organization and identity. Therefore, we believe that organization’s in general will benefit

from such a framework and model both before, during and after a digital transformation

process. Before, to know what tensions will likely arise as a result of undergoing a large

organizational change. Change will always be met with resistance from the organization, and

our framework will assist in understanding how to counteract any tensions before they even

occur. Because the framework and model allows for the organization to grasp and

comprehend why the tensions occur, and how to manage them going forward. After, because

it requires continued maintenance of tensions to make sure that tensions are managed

throughout the entirety of the organization.

8.2. Achieving Digital Agility

It also makes sense after the analysis of digital transformation mechanisms and tensions in

Coop’s digital transformation journey, to discuss if the measure of success; digital agility has

been achieved in Coop, and thereby also answer our second sub-research question: has coop

achieved digital agility?

We asked the interviewees from both Coop and Lobyco if they focused on agility and agile

working methods as a result of the digital transformation. It was quickly evident that

especially the employees from Lobyco, were generally more positive towards agile working

methods, and felt that digital agility was at the core of their DNA, compared to Coop, where

another clear picture was drawn. A picture of a decreased focus on digital agility after

Lobyco was separated from Coop, and thereby also the innovative digital muscle, which

Coop Digital has been described as. It is however important to state here, that even though
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Lobyco is an independent company, and most of the digital transformation work has moved

away from Coop, Lobyco is still 100% owned by Coop, and are therefore also to some extent

still a driver in Coop’s future digital transformation process going forward. In Lobyco’s case

they have more extensive experience when it comes to gaining flexible agile outcomes than

in Coop. However, efficiency is an aspect which the company must learn to excel in, at the

same rate of their creativity.

“It makes me sad that when I was hired in Coop the focus was on becoming more agile and it

was generally something which the organization wanted to implement (...) And that journey

has sort of ended in Coop. Because all those people who worked agile are in Lobyco now”

(Project Manager 1, A12).

Moreover, the Senior Project Manager was hired together with Project Manager 1, to

implement agile working methods in Coop, and she does also express an unusually poor

focus on digital agility and further describes it as hitting the “Coop Wall”: “It is that

mentality of “This is how we have always done it”” (Senior Project Manager, A17, A11).

The above statements clearly show that especially from an employee perspective, the level of

focus on achieving digital agility is not deemed satisfying. The parameter for how to measure

the extent of digital agility in Coop, also depends on who is asked. As stated above,

especially the Senior Project Manager and Project Manager 1, who was initially hired to

implement the agile mindset and working methods, shows a deep regret in terms of achieving

sustained agility. They would have hoped to have come further on the digital agility journey

than Coop actually has. But when asking the Director in Coop Technology, a department

where there in general have been more resistance towards the digital transformation, he

believes that Coop has actually come quite far: “Coop has an enormous drive and lust for

creating, it might get confused with agility, and that is a little misunderstood, but we have

definitely the will to get things going” (Director, A17). While some employees like Project

Manager 2, show greater distrust to the achievement of digital agility: “I am not against agile

working methods, but you have to do it all the way through. There is simply not the will in the

organization to do that” (Project Manager 2, A17).

In Lobyco the picture is completely different from Coop. As the digital department was spun

off from Coop and established as Lobyco, it is natural that the digital mindset and digital
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agility agenda has moved away from Coop as well. It was therefore not completely unlikely

that during the interviews the employees from Lobyco would express an overall more

positive attitude towards the digital transformation journey, as they have been the ones

driving the change internally in Coop. The employees remaining in Coop post subsidiary, are

therefore less positive towards the overall digital journey because they are forced to move

away from the digital transformation process which they have worked on for the past five

years, and begin new projects which perhaps is a lot less focused on achieving digital agility.

Lobyco is now the digital subsidiary to Coop, and even though they are 100% owned by

Coop, and Coop in fact are their largest customer (Chief Commercial Officer, A18), it is clear

to see how the company in general is a lot more mature when it comes to digital agile

working methods. When asking the Chief Commercial Officer about Lobyco’s mindset

towards digital agility he responded with the following:

“Agility is not just a way we work, it is an important part of our DNA” (Chief Commercial

Officer, A19).

He further explained the difference in terms of agility in Coop and Lobyco: “There is not so

much structure or formalized hierarchies in Lobyco. The decision-making path is a lot

shorter” (Chief Commercial Officer, A19). As such, Coop being a large and very established

retailer on the Dansih market, and Lobyco being a small niche player, they don’t have the

same structural processes and hierarchies. This often makes the decision-making processes a

lot more complex in terms of making quick innovative decisions in Coop, and a lot shorter

and more innovative in Lobyco.

In Coop the original idea about implementing agile working methods was formed from the

classic agile setup with scrum masters and product owners and working in integrations and

sprints (Product Owner & Digital Project Manager, A13). As Project Manager 1 and the

Senior Project Manager expressed, that original idea has since then moved away from Coop,

and followed along with the employees who formerly were employed by Coop and are now

working in Lobyco. It is clear to see, on the company diagram from Lobyco, that the classic

setup with scrum masters and product owners have been continued in Lobyco (About us,

Lobyco.com). The Head of Products, being a part of the agile working methods in Lobyco,

and leading the agile mindset in Lobyco, expressed during the interview that Coop has a more
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classic project setup: “Typically in Coop, you have project teams (...) So a very classic project

organization” (Head of Products, A17).

Especially the External Consultant, expressed tremendous respect and was very impressed

with how far Coop has come on their digital transformation journey:

“I see the Coop project as a major success. Many things have gone wrong along the way, but

if you look at it generally it is in my opinion almost equal to Mobilepay. They are not

completely there yet, but in terms of digital products transforming an organization, they are

pretty close” (External Consultant, A8).

It is especially the Coop app, and in particular the feature Scan & Pay, that have utilized the

ability for Coop to work with digital agile methods. Therefore the app also plays a central

role, when it comes to achieving success with digital transformation. After all, it did become

such a big success that Coop was actually able to spin off Lobyco, and sell the software to

other retail market players, which in itself is a very incredible and admirable digital journey.

As the External Consultant said, Coop is just not completely there yet, in terms of digital

agility and maintaining a sustained digital mindset post separation of Lobyco.

It is clearly evident that the focus on digital agility has decreased since the spin off of Coop’s

digital department. It is crucial for Coop to maintain a sustained digital mindset, to not lose

the digital efforts the digital transformation has brought forward. It is therefore important that

Coop continues to focus on digital agility in Coop even after Lobyco has been established as

an independent digital subsidiary.

During the interviews it however also became apparent that Coop is still open to and

promotes the digital agenda, it is just with new projects and not through the Coop app. We

have been able to observe that Coop is in the middle of preparing for a major SAP

integration, with the purpose of improving the internal user experience in Coop (Project

manager 1; Senior Project Manager). Since this project is still in its very early phases we are

not able to gather knowledge on the expected outcome nor the result of the integration, but it

does still show that Coop is not reluctant to future digital changes.
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We therefore argue that Coop has not achieved digital agility yet as a result of their digital

transformation journey, but we highlight that they are definitely taking the appropriate steps

towards achieving digital agility in the near future.

Finally, in order to achieve digital agility it is also important to have a motivated and digitally

driven leadership and management team in Coop and not just motivated employees:

“In the future I think what it takes to change it (The digital mindset towards digital agility)

would be a cultural change from the management, because there is a need for it to be a joint

company project to make this change” (Senior Project Manager, A17). In the following

section, we discuss this notion further.

8.3. Prioritization from Top Management

In relation to the digital transformation journey in Coop it is also relevant to discuss how top

management has been managing and prioritizing the digital agenda in terms of adjusting and

accommodating to the tensions and achieving digital agility. As the discussion regarding

digital agility above ends with a quote leading up to a need for a joint company decision to

sustain the digital changes in the company over time, we will in the following sections

discuss which actions have been taken from top management in Coop. Moreover, as the

analysis has unfolded, managers who fail to perceive tensions rooted in an organizational

digital transformation and change process, are more prone to become less successful on their

path to innovation (Moschko et al., 2020).

When mapping the digital transformation journey in Coop we described how it was the top

management who on a trip to a tech conference in Silicon Valley decided to transform the

business into becoming more digitally oriented. As such, it is inarguably also a decision of

top management to begin the digital transformation. But, it does seem like top management

along the way have failed to continuously keep the digital agenda a priority - especially after

establishing Lobyco.

The Project manager 2, being a part of the digital transformation journey in Coop, especially

highlights how Coop’s CIO/CTO Morten Holm Christiansen spoke about the digital strategy

in terms of building a best in class digital organization as a solid foundation for Coop’s future

growth: “He (Morten Holm Christiansen) had a vision about this journey being something
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they could earn profit on. One of the first times he spoke about this to the organization, right

after being hired, he said it (the software) was something they could sell to others” (Project

Manager 2, A4).

Moreover, the external consultant during the interview also in general drew a picture of a

highly competent and motivated management team. He especially highlighted Jan Madsen,

former COO in Coop and now Chief executive officer in Lobyco:

“He used the picture of a hammer, hammering the digital transformation into the

organization. He had a brilliant vision of the Coop app being the driver of change both

before, during and after - to lift it all to a new level” (External Consultant, A2).

These quotes clearly state the momentum in Coop in the beginning of the digital

transformation journey - a management team who was confident in their digital abilities and

the Coop app being the flagship project anchoring digital transformation in the organization.

Both the Senior Project Manager and Project Manager 1 also mentions how top management,

especially in the beginning of the digital transformation focused a lot on the digital agenda on

monthly aula meetings in the headquarters: “There was almost always something digital

being presented (...) And the will has definitely been there to solve issues also economically

and so on” (Project Manager 1, A6).

It almost seems like top management has actually to some extent been too eager to drive the

digital agenda forward, that they in fact have had too many things to do at once. The top

management are in general described as go-doers and someone who thinks in a broader

perspective: “We do so many things in Coop. We also have a bank, insurance and a massive

property” (Project Manager 1, A4). This notion calls for attention towards the tensions which

have arisen in this part of the digital transformation journey from top management.

Especially when interviewing Project Manager 2 he actually expressed a sort of relief in

terms of top management taking a step back from the continuous development of the digital

agenda in Coop. It seems like the digital transformation journey since 2015 has been a

non-stop experience for many employees, which has also taken focus from other important

less digital projects. When asking Project Manager 2 if he thinks that top management still
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has an increased focus on digital transformation and driving the digital agenda forward after

establishing Lobyco, he answered: “No I wouldn’t think so. But now I think what is

happening is something which should have happened 2-3 years ago, that we have to focus on

what we have, and I think that is very positive” (Project Manager 2, A11). So he actually

expresses a need for taking a step back, from the constant change which has shaped Coop as

an organization for the past five years. The Project Manager 2 continues: “It is definitely not

because it (the digital agenda) has disappeared, it is just not as innovative anymore. And I

think that is a very healthy development for Coop'' (Project Manager 2, A11).

Once the digital transformation journey in terms of developing the Coop app and establishing

Lobyco has achieved its purpose, it is important to continue the digital agenda. Meaning in

terms of just operating what has been innovated and invented throughout the past five years,

without necessarily having to reinvent the wheel again and again. It also seems like the

employees need time to actually just operate the changes in their everyday work life instead

of constantly looking for improving digital offerings in an exhaustive working environment:

“Scan & Pay is really good, but I think we are on version 4 now. They have remade it four to

five times already” (Project Manager 2, A8). As such, after Lobyco has been established and

are now in charge of driving the Coop app development forward it also seems like there is

more time in Coop to focus on the other aspect of their company - being a retailer.

Another aspect which characterizes Coop’s top management and the organization in general,

is the paradoxical tensions about the old and the new organization, as we have assessed in the

analysis. There is a part of the organization who are a lot less open to change compared to the

more digitally oriented part of the organization. This is what the Senior Project Manager

describes as the “Coop Wall” (Senior Project Manager, A17). In a large and well established

organization like Coop there will always be someone who is against any kind of change that

deviates from the “this is what we usually do” agenda. Such managers also exist in Coop: “To

get them (the managers), who are used to working in silos, to suddenly work across the

organization and take responsibility that has really been a challenge” (Project Manager 1,

A6).

“There are many silos and demarcated areas and that has also something to do with the size

of the organization and because it is an old organization” (Project Manager 2, A8).
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We also see a tendency in the hierarchical structures, silos and demarcated areas in terms of

the top management being on the post for a very long time and thus there has not been a flow

in replacement of skills and digital mindset.

In the process of dealing with breaking down silos, it was therefore also decided to change

the positions in top management: “There was a bit of a revolution 1,5 years ago where some

managers were fired and others were switched around” (External Consultant, A11). This

change in the very top of the organization also resulted in new people being in positions to

view the organization with more digital lenses than previously. Some of the interviewees also

expressed positivity towards the change in top management, and we therefore argue that the

change was necessary in order to hopefully in the future drive the digital transformation

forward in Coop and achieve digital agility. This argument is supported by the Senior Project

Manager: “The organization is more geared to evolve and that is because of the replacement

in the management team and because everything has been shaken up a bit” (Senior Project

Manager, A11).

Identifying where in the organization there was a need for change, and especially the changes

in the management team has been an important step towards regaining control of the digital

transformation journey in Coop post Lobyco establishment. Especially because a lot of the

most digital and innovative minds have moved away from Coop and over to Lobyco in the

process of separating the digital department from Coop. The new top management should

therefore be able to build up a new digital strategy building a best in class digital organization

and thereby also create a solid foundation for Coop’s future digital growth. Moreover,

because of the underlying cognitive tensions in Coop’s digital transformation, in this step

they should also focus on aligning expectations, to depend on the organization’s ability to

introduce a digital mindset throughout.

It is furthermore important to address that because Coop is a large incumbent firm there is

also a need for structure, clearly defined roles and responsibility, that unlike Lobyco must be

more set in stone. Lobyco being a new player on the market, are able to keep up a start-up

spirit which Coop considering size, reputation and position are not able to follow, and in such

cases: “There is still a sense to bureaucracy” (Project Manager 1, A15).
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8.4. Reflecting on Methodological Choices

Lastly, reflecting on our methodological choices, the adoption of abductive reasoning as well

as grounded theory methods (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) has enabled us to explore the driving

mechanisms of digital transformation. Moreover, we highlight tensions and underlying

tensions, as well as digital agility, which were elements of analysis which emerged from our

empirical data. In alignment with our grounded theory method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), the

data collected was coded and evaluated to an extent of theoretical sampling, as such patterns

and themes were identified. Applying abductive reasoning to this process has meant that the

themes and patterns which emerged were examined from a number of angles. This meant that

a certain exploratory level was maintained as we were presented with different forms of the

evaluated data. Through this process, the relationship between underlying tensions, and

mechanimes arose. This introduced an aspect of furthering the understanding of the

interrelated relationship between both the tensions and drivers in organization during digital

transformations. We especially highlight the three mechanisms which we define; growth,

cognitive, and normative mechanisms, as the continuous evaluation of codes and themes

resulted in theoretical saturation in the form of our identified digital transformation

mechanisms. The adoption of grounded theory methods (Glaser and Strauss, 1967),

furthermore presented the notion of creating a conceptual framework from the findings. This

enabled us to illustrate a more nuanced representation of the relationship between tensions

and digital transformation mechanisms. As such we were able to present comprehensive

understandings of Coop’s digital transformation and their digital journey towards digital

agility, consequently enabling us to answer our research question. In our later section of

further research and limitations, we further discuss the limitations to our research methods.

8.5. Concluding Thoughts on Discussion

Based on the discussion of relevance, digital agility and leadership we can conclude that

despite the framework being Coop specific, it conceptually holds a relevance for

organizations in general. Not only are the tensions derived from the analysis generic in terms

of tensions most organization’s face in any kind og digital transformation or organizational

change, it also applies to how the organization operates and is managed by leaders. We found

that Coop has taken several positive steps towards achieving digital agility, but we also
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conclude that they have not yet achieved digital agility as most of the digital agenda has

moved from Coop to Lobyco. The close collaboration between the two companies will

however also affect the digital agenda in Coop, and in the future we see great potential for

Coop to further their digital efforts. We further conclude that the digital transformation has

been driven top down from a mostly motivated management team. Top management has been

the main drivers especially in the beginning of the digital transformation process, but

throughout the transformation the digital development and digital agenda has been mostly

driven by an accountable unit in Coop called Coop Digital, and which now is Lobyco. The

recent shift and rotation in the management teams has finally been a force for Coop in

ensuring a new team of more digitally oriented managers, who we believe will form a solid

foundation for Coop to become a best-in-class digital organization.

9. Chapter 6: Recommendations

At this point of the research project we want to take a step back, and reflect on the project as

a whole. It is relevant to reflect on the aim of this research in terms of succeeding with

building a framework and model, which is useful both to Coop but also to organizations in

general.

Our aim with this research is to design a model and conceptual framework which combines

tensions to the digital transformation mechanisms in an organization. We realized from prior

academic research and literature, that there was lacking a common understanding for

managing tensions in a large organization spanning digital transformation. Furthermore the

aim of this research was through the research question to map the digital transformation in

Coop, to gain insights towards what tensions arose along the journey and to determine the

extent of digital agility achieved in Coop. It is therefore now relevant to reflect on the use of

our conceptual framework and recommend to Coop how they move forward. Furthermore, it

is relevant to reflect on how they in a future perspective can use and benefit from

implementing the framework into the way they manage tensions internally in the organization

as a result of their digital transformation journey.
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One thing is, how the tensions have affected the digital transformation so far, and even

though we argue that Coop could have benefitted from having such a model and conceptual

framework before embarking on their digital journey, we can only suggest to Coop how they

can manage these tensions more effectively in a future perspective.

By understanding which tensions and mechanisms have been utilized between the different

building blocks internally in a digital transformation process, Coop will be able to

comprehend why their digital transformation process meets tensions. Furthermore, they will

understand how they can make sure that the transformation process will be distributed in the

best possible way. One way in which to manage this, is to make sure that there is uniform

communication throughout the organization. We have identified through our interviews with

the participants for this research that Coop in general has neglected and underestimated the

importance of clearly communicating the outcome and objectives of the digital

transformation: “We have probably underestimated the effect of properly communicating it.

We thought we could make great marketing of it, but IT is not better than the way we adopt it,

especially not when talking about retail” (Chief Commercial Officer, A16). The lack of clear

communication has left certain business areas and employees with a feeling of being

redundant and unsure of their future purpose in the company. It is therefore recommended to

Coop, that they should be especially aware of the tensions regarding identity, and use the

insights derived from the tensions to aim for a unifying identity reflecting Coop’s new digital

identity. It is important that both employees and the management team are on the same page

with regards to the digital agenda and digital identity, to ensure that the goal and vision are

what everyone collectively is working towards. The tensions between the established old

organization reflected in Coop Technology and their more restricted approach to the digital

agenda and the new organization reflected in Coop Digital creates a gap in the organization.

There should be an increased focus on bridging the gap, which will only grow larger, if the

tensions are not managed in a timely manner.

Furthermore, Coop can benefit from the conceptual framework in such a way that they can be

aware of the tensions. By being aware of the tensions which revolve around the digital

transformation process both from an employee and a management perspective, Coop will

inevitably also be better equipped to plan and execute the digital transformation in such a

way that also takes the employees into account. We found through academic research that

tensions and resistance towards digital transformation was not being taken into consideration.
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When not considering the possible negative response from the organization when pushing a

transformation upon it, we argue that Coop risks staying obsolete in wanting what is best for

the business. As such, as we have argued previously the acceleration of digital technologies

have moved faster externally than internally in Coop, which in terms of the tension regarding

the organizational change, also means that internally it has been more difficult to obtain a

digital mindset. Therefore, by considering these tensions would also reflect upon the internal

adoption and speed of achieving digital agility.

We also recommend to Coop to use the five building block structures in the conceptual

framework to further their understanding of what digital transformation is and to use it as a

roadmap for their future digital transformation journey. The building blocks forming a road

map for Coop, can also assist as a checklist for Coop, to grasp each stage of a digital

transformation process. The roadmap also serves the purpose of utilizing innovation in Coop

by providing a cohesive planning tool to help Coop with;

1) Communicating about digital transformation i.e. to the employees from top

management and to the end-users externally.

2) Clarifying the objective and reducing uncertainty.

3) Prioritizing.

4) Mitigating risks and tensions (Enginess, 2019).

As such, the roadmap further assists with prioritization that is easy to comprehend for the

entire organization. As such, we also recommend Coop to use the conceptual framework,

including the five building block mechanisms because the above mentioned benefits will

mitigate risks and tensions and increase ROI (Enginess, 2019).

We want to add to this notion, that we again argue that it is not only Coop who will benefit

from using the five building block mechanisms and our developed conceptual framework as a

digital roadmap to digital transformation. We argue that organizations similar in size to Coop,

either in the middle of a digital transformation, or planning on beginning the journey would

benefit from such a digital roadmap as well.

However, for the purpose of generating insightful contributions to Coop’s case of digital

transformation, we argue it is relevant to highlight the future relevance for understanding the
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mechanisms which drive digital transformation. Based on our analytical findings, we argue

that especially Ownership mechanisms have the capabilities to drive digital transformation

internally in Coop in the future. We argue this because we found that this has previously been

a case of success for Coop. This refers to Coop Digital’s and Lobyco’s successful process of

taking ownership and really pushing the digital agenda in the team, and through the app. As

such, Coop was able to position themselves on the market as a highly digital company due to

the establishment of Lobyco. Thus, in order for Coop to internally succeed with the digital

transformation to the same degree as it is viewed externally, Ownership mechanisms will be

essential. Ownership mechanisms could be integrating super-users and local ambassadors in

each department silo. As such, digital agility is not only made an agenda for departments,

daily work is with digital solutions and infrastructure. Integrating super-users and local

ambassadors for the digital agenda throughout the organization, further contributes to not

repeating a rise of them and us mentality, and thereby a paradoxical tension between old and

new organizations, which arose during the creation of Coop Digital. In contrast to creating

one specific team that is in charge of driving digital transformation, the digital agenda is

extended to the actual entirety of the organization. As such, a common goal and vision for the

internal digital transformation will be formed and, we argue, create increasingly more

motivation among employees.

Furthermore, we recommend that Coop in the future would benefit from being attentive to

Innovative mechanisms. Attentive towards if paradoxical tensions start to rise. We found

prominent underlying tensions in Coop’s digital transformation thus far, to be normative

tensions. In other words, tensions between what is recognized as a standard and new

approaches and ideas. As such, in order for Coop not to repeat this cycle, there must be

certain extensions directed towards how the company is still able to be innovative while still

being able to accommodate the repetitive and structured processes which are inevitable parts

of a retail store’s supply chain, and general functionality.
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10. Chapter 7: Conclusion

The aim of this research project and exploratory study was to unravel the different phases and

steps in Coop’s digital transformation. Moreover, we sought to further improve the

understanding of tensions in relation to the digital transformation mechanisms which Coop

has utilized on their path to digital agility. Thus, the result hereof is a conceptual framework

which Coop, and organizations in general, will benefit from when undergoing a digital

transformation.

When understanding what mechanisms to utilize on a digital transformation journey and the

tensions which occur internally as a result of a digital transformation we sought to provide a

framework which will assist in achieving sustained digital agility. Furthermore, we also

aimed to map the digital transformation in Coop, to understand and comprehend the digital

journey they have been on for the past five years.

As the motivation for this research project stems from a wish to further the theoretical

concept of digital transformation, we found in academic literature that there was lacking an

understanding of how to manage a digital transformation internally in an organization, and

thus making the concept of digital transformation more tangible and applicable in

organization. We conclude that by combining digital transformation mechanisms and

tensions, the research project is of high value to organizations who tend to undermine the

importance of creating a foundation for trust and support between management and

employees.

To finally conclude on the research project, the research question, the aim and motivation for

researching the digital transformation in Coop, we look to the research question and

sub-research questions. These were derived based on a thorough examination of academic

literature, field research and interviews with key employees from both Coop and Lobyco, in

order to draw a holistic picture of the digital transformation journey in Coop. Thus, we will

now conclude on and answer this research project’s research question:

- What digital transformation mechanisms have Coop utilized on their path to digital

agility?
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And sub-research questions:

- Which tensions occured internally as a result of the digital transformation in Coop?

- Has Coop achieved digital agility?

We found that the digital transformation mechanisms that Coop have utilized on their path to

digital agility are innovative mechanisms, ownership mechanisms and growth mechanisms.

Innovative mechanisms are processes whereby a revision of resources results in new products

created by newly introduced digital technologies.

Ownership mechanisms are processes where individuals in teams align expectations and

share motivation towards a common success.

Growth mechanisms are processes by which a digital transformation pushes the organization

to expand and seek new markets.

Thus, these three mechanisms are what embodies our empirical findings, while also being

main drivers in our conceptual framework.

Furthermore we found that it was a valuable contribution to the aim of the research project, to

identify the tensions which have occured internally as a result of the digital transformation in

Coop. The tensions identified are of a paradoxical nature and are concerned with the

underlying tensions; cognitive tensions, resource tensions and normative tensions. Within

these underlying tensions we found that, internally in Coop the tensions have been

surrounding the old organization, that Coop remains to be, and the new organization Lobyco.

Moreover, tensions were found in the culture and identity of the organization and the

employees. Lastly we conclude on the determination of whether or not Coop has achieved

digital agility. We found that Coop has taken several steps towards achieving digital agility,

however we also argue that digital agility is not yet achieved. We found that with the

establishment of Lobyco, most of the digital mindset and digital agility moved away from the

core organization. By utilizing the mechanisms and tensions in the conceptual framework, we

lastly conclude that Coop will benefit from understanding why tensions arise, and how to

manage these, to be better equipped to drive the digital agenda forward in a future

perspective. As such, the conceptual framework is not only applicable to the digital

transformation in Coop, but to organizations at large going through digital transformation

processes, implementing new digital technologies and replacing non-digital business

processes and value propositions resulting in a transformation of the overall business strategy.
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11. Chapter 8: Future Research and Limitations

This research study was designed in an exploratory manner, in order to explore and

investigate the patterns and findings which emerged. As a fundamental understanding of

digital transformation mechanisms and paradoxical tensions has been laid, there are multiple

opportunities for future research to approach this research scope.

11.1. Integrating External Perspective

First we argue that it was relevant for our studies to remain within an internal research scope

to ensure a certain level of validity and relevance to our findings. However, for future

research, there is significant potential in developing our conceptual framework of digital

transformation building blocks, mechanisms and tensions. This would mean to incorporate

the last two building blocks from our basic theoretical foundation; the five building blocks

(Mayor, 2019). Shared customer insights and digital platforms are both concerned with

external matters. Further integrating them into the research scope would give the opportunity

to open up the analysis to a broader academic discourse. Ways by which researchers could

integrate this external research scope in extension of ours, should be to seek to identify how

elements such as market forces and consumer response play into the digital transformation

mechanisms identified in this study.

Moreover, researchers should seek to understand the relation between external market forces

and internal organizational goals. External market forces are often driving organizations to

make larger strategic changes (Morganosky, 1997). This can be in the form of changing in

order to keep up with market demands, to accelerate new technologies to gain larger market

share, nor to adapt to a market standard (Morganosky, 1997). This perspective is highly

relevant when investigating an organization on the retail market and even industry. This is

because of the nature of the products and services sold. The everyday normality that the

products and services in retail stores embody, constantly challenge retail stores to gain

customer loyalty and gain competitive advantage (Retail industry, Deloitte, 2021). Different

stores have different target groups, but as the organizational resources and capacities behind

these retail stores grow in national and international scale, so do the assortments of products.
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Thus, the line for competitive advantage is, between similar sized companies, becoming

increasingly smaller (Retail industry, Deloitte, 2021).

As such, we propose the assumption that these external market forces have the ability to

promote paradoxical tensions within an organization. Applying this to Coop’s case, would

open the opportunity to further concretezise the digital transformation mechanisms which

have been and which will be the main drivers for digital transformation and digital agility. We

have presented the argument previously, that it will be crucial for Coop to establish

ownership and motivation to continue to push forward the digital transformation now that

Lobyco has been created. However, if Coop continuously changes strategic priorities in order

to follow the market, we propose the assumption that it will be difficult to establish

ownership within the organization. As such, there is potential for a highly interesting and

relevant case study of the paradoxical tensions that are introduced to the analytical

perspective when integrating external forces to a case of digital transformation.

11.2. Measuring Successful Digital Transformation

Digital transformation is a complex phenomenon, with a cross functional character (Matt,

Hess & Benlian, 2015). Throughout this research study we have explored some of the

nuanced dimensions within digital transformation and contributed with case specific insights.

In order for our research to generate insightful contributions, we applied digital agility as a

measurement for success. Proposing that digital transformation could be considered

successful if an organization has reached a number of criterias making them digitally agile.

Addressing this measurement for successful digital transformation, has great research

potential. As it further implies a certain process which would result in a measurable digital

transformation. Future research should seek to gather empirical insights to help compare

cases of digital transformation, in order to identify reappearing elements. Moreover, digital

transformation mechanisms are relevant to highlight in this perspective, as they are an

expression of a process which pushes the digital transformation forward. Future research

could as such, further investigate the power of digital transformation mechanisms, in order to

understand the process behind digital agility.
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Furthermore, this approach towards measuring digital transformation would not only bring

value to Coop. Comparing how different industries approach digital transformation strategies

would enable an assessment of when the optimal extent of digitalization is achieved (Matt,

Hess & Benlian, 2015). This could potentially help guide Coop further in their digital

transformation moving forward, as well as establish an understanding of commonalities and

differences between succeeding and failing digital transformation strategies. Thus, aiming to

not only measure digital transformations level of success, but to increase the overall success

rate of digital transformations across industries.

Both measuring digital transformation and integrating an external perspective to the research

scope are dimensions of research which we find highly relevant and valuable for future

academic contributions to the digital transformation research field. However, both of these

perspectives were refrained from in this study, in order to remain within our delimited

research scope. In the following section, we reflect critically on the limitations which are to

be found in this research project.

11.3. Limitations

Future studies addressing similar research scope, could address a number of limitations

within our study. In the following section these limitations are reflected upon.

First, as indicated previously in our methodology chapter, our primary data collection was in

some ways polluted because of the necessity of the interviews being conducted virtually. We

argue that this did not interfere with the quality of our data. However, the element of

observation was as a consequence of virtual interviews not included in our analysis. As our

research scope was internal, we would have prefered to be able to observe the physical

envoíonment of Coop. We argue that because of the organizational retail nature, we as

researchers have been able to observe the digital transformation happening in the retail stores.

To further support the arguments made regarding the app being the front figure of the digital

transformation, it would have been interesting to be able to observe the internal Coop

organization. This may have provided contextual contributions which would have further

supported the internal research scope.
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Moreover, we propose limitations which could be addressed by including a comparing

element to the analysis. By comparing findings from our study against similar cases, could

further validate the patterns which we found. As we found in our empirical data, Coop started

this digital transformation back in 2015. As such, their digital journey has been developing

and advancing for years now. Because of factors such as new technologies on the market and

COVID-19, many organizations behind retail stores have within the last few years, and

especially during this last year accelerated their digitality (Retail industry, Deloitte, 2021).

Moreover, one key finding which appeared as a pattern during our data collection, was that

there was a common understanding that Coop’s large market share today is attributed to the

early years of making mistakes and gaining experience in their digital transformation. As

such, introducing a comparative element to our analysis could potentially have brought a

broader perspective on the digital transformation mechanisms which have been identified.

Lastly, a limitation we found to have shaped this research project’s scope was the time frame

for this study. As this study is considered a short term study (3-6 months), we were not able

to observe the progression of Coop’s digital transformation in real time. Especially now that

they have just launched Lobyco in september 2020 (Coop.dk). It would be highly relevant for

the understanding of the future of Coops digital transformation, to follow the growth and

development of Coop, Lobyco and the continued collaboration and relationship between the

two.
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